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Organizing and Executive
Offices are Consolidated
As ILWU Moves Forward

International Longshoremen's &
Warehousemen's Union
As a constant reminder to ILWU membership all over the
country that the basis of union strength necessary to an
effective war production job and to postwar jobs and security, is organization of the unorganized
the above poster will be off the press in a few days. It will be distributed by the Department of
1
2x11 for bulletin boards, and I7x22 for union halls, hiring
Information and Education in two sizes, 8/
halls and other places suitable for display.

Memo to Membership

Russian Sailors to Load •
Ships When Labor Scarce
PORTLAND—Russian sailors
will load Soviet flat ships here
only when other labor is not
available and they will be ordered through the union hiring
hall and will be paid union
rates, the Soviet Purchasing
Commission assured Local 8 on
June 29.
A letter to the local from V.
A. Goltzov of the commission
said:
"This morning vice president,
Mr. Craycraft, International
Longshoremen and Warehousemen's Union, and Mr. Schmidt
and Mr. Cole Jackman, members
of the Pacific Coast Maritime
Industry Board visited me and
asked me to send you a letter
confirming several statements
which were made by writer at
the meeting on the night of
June 28 at Harmony Hall, Portland, Oregon. Therefore, please
be advised that we are confirming the following:
"1. Russian sailors are going
to be used for the loading of
the Soviet flat ships only as
emergency measures in such

Union Wins Over AMA;
Gets Social Security

CHICAGO—Announcement of
transfer of International Organizing headquarters from Chicago to San Francisco was made
at an all-day Midwest organizing conference here July 24 by
J. R. Robertson, ILWU vice
president and director of organitation.
"This move is being made to
centralize t lie administrative
work of the International and
it is a good indication of the
progress the union has made in
the past few years," Robertson
told the conference. "Originally it was felt necessary to carry
t h e organizing headquarters
away from the West Coast to
get our Eastern locals established. We have accomplished
that goal.
WILL HELP PLANS
"The move should add to effective work in the field because consolidating both offices
will bring the International offieials in closer contact and
help to carry out the many
things planned in the past
months."
"The world is moving forward at great speed," Robertson continued. "This is reflected in the labor movement. There
Is a lot of confusion in the world
today and this is reflected in
our own membership. We don't
have to become alarmed at this
situation but we must know the
solution. We have a blueprint
to work from, the blueprint of
the world program laid down at
Teheran."
Attending t h e conference
were: President Harry Bridges;
International Representatives E.
C. Greenfield from Cleveland;
Signe Santabacka from Minneapolis and St. Paul; Florence L.
Atkinson, Tommy L. Runyon,
Bernard Lucas, and
Laura
Sward from Chicago; Ward Arnold from Freeport; also Douglas Hall, ILWU attorney from
the Twin Cities; Catherine
Duga, secretary-treasurer of Local 208; Muriel Koff, chairman
of recreation committee of Local 208; and Dolores Darnell,
International executive board
member.
Bill-DI:ES SPEAKS
President Bridges spoke on
administration in the locals, finances, wage policy, the Ward
strike, the CIO Board meeting,
Political Action and post-war
planning.
"Political Action, in the
simplest terms, is 1944 and 1945
trade unionism!" he said. "It
is trade unionism without the
strike. It is economic gains
and security and fighting dis-

criminAtion without clashes as
such. It is Jobs today and jobs
tomorrow through unified trade
unions and unity — even with
the Chamber of Commerce."
President Bridges adilsed the
Representatives.
International
"Quit passing resolutions and
stop using a theoretical approacb. We must organize in
communities. First get the peopie registered. It is just like
signing an application card. The
next thing is to try to organize
them on ward and precinct basis.
There is no -substitute for it.
Political Action is putting a
more powerful weapon behind
our trade unitns, The strike
was never more than a device
to gather the greatest amount
of unity and mobilize the greateat sympathy from the community. This is the same thing."

CHICAGO—(FP)—Local 16,
International Typogra phical
cases when the union is unable Union, was declared the winner
to supply labor for loading over the mighty American Medships. As soon as the union has ical Association, enemy o f
a sufficient amount of labor to health insurance, in a circuit
load cargo, use of Russian sail- court decision.
AMA, which
ors for loading will be immedi- bates social security in any
ately stopped.
form, must pay back social se"2. We will order Russian curity taxes for 653 employes
sailors to work on loading the totaling up to $500,000, the
cargo only through hiring ball • court ruled in a case brought
and only in such cases when by union printers.
union labor will not be available
for work.
"3. While loading Soviet fiat
ships, Russian sailors will be
paid according to the union rate,
but in Soviet currency.
"4. No steamship company or
stevedoring company will make
SAN FRANCISCO—As a re- of four separate establishment's
any profit on the work persuit of a proposal by the union on the Embarcadero.
formed by Russian sailors.
The next immediate step will
"5. While employing Russian members of the' Pacific Coast
sailors, *e will use union work Maritime Industry Board, Cole be to clear the spate selected
boss to supervise loading."
Jackman and Henry Schmidt, with the neessary governmental
plans are progressing for erec- agency (Army. Navy or WSA:t
tion on the San Francisco water- after which the San Francisco
Lambsy DIvey!
front of in-pier feeding estab- offices of the War Food AdminMares eat oats
lishments for maritime workers. istration will be asked for the
And does eat oats
An extensive survey of present necessary funds from the DeAnd so will you with Dewey.
facilities has already been corn- fence Plants Corporation to
—Mary Jane Rigby, star
Dieted and a large industrial start construction.
of "When a Carl Marfeeding operator has submitted
"The problems of maritime
ries."
a specific proposal for erebtion workers which have arisen with

Biddle is Urged to
End Bridges Case
NEW YORK---In a telegram
to the United States attorney
general, Abner Green, exeeutive
secretary of the American Committee for Protection of Foreign
Born, urged Francis Biddle "in
the interests of a united and
victorious nation . .. to reverse
your previous decision and make
it possible for Harry Bridges
to become an American citizen."
The telegram pointed out that
the majority of the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals, which
denied the Bridges appeal on
June 26. held that they could
not review the evidence In the
Bridges case, while the minority
questioned whether there was
any appropriate evidence in the
case of Harry Bridges.

Local Gets Bargaining
Rights in Capitol
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Ta
spite of objections filed by the
Company on the question of
void ballots, Local„222 received
notice June 22 of certification
of bargaining rights for the employees of the Washington
Waste Paper Company. The
election was held May 16.
If agreement cannot be
reached on contract proposals
within a week, the case will go
to Conciliation.
The Office of Price Administration denied recently that it
has any plans for rationing used
automobiles.

In-Pier Feeding May Soon Start
On San Francisco Waterfront

•

the war emergency, notably Inadequate housing, inadequate
feeding facilities and transportation problems, are inextricably
lied to the whole problem of
manpower recruitment and utilization," Schmidt and Jackman
said. A prime responsibility of
the Maritime Board is to find
a solution to these problems if
the high efficiency of our West

Coast longshore industry Is to
be maintained and the cargoes
of war speeded to our fighting
forces without Interruption."
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Tricks and Trotskyites

rriHE platform that Hoover built for the Republicans attempts to mean all things to
all men and the candidate that Hoover selected
for the Republicans adds only another naught
to it.
The strategy of the Hoover-Dewey machine, therefore, will be to stay away from any
debate of the issues lest they be discovered to
be much too close to the side of the Nation's
*hooting enemies.
There's but one big campaign trick open
to them and that is to split and confuse labor,
Negroes, women and minority groups, which
will cast the decisive vote in November.
THEM trick can be performed if we, particularly in labor, fail to see how it is being
worked and fail to discover, expose and oust
their agents from our ranks. The open agents
of Hoover, such as the Lewises and the Hutchinsons, are not the real danger. It is the fifth
column that will do the damage.
Beware the Trotskyites and the Norman
Thomas socialists! They are your enemies.
Particularly in the CIO because of its hardhitting and effective political action program
this fifth column is becoming active.
You won't find this fifth column openly opposing Roosevelt or openly espousing Dewey.
That would tip its hand. On the contrary, you
will find it particularly loud in presenting and
supporting pro-Roosevelt and anti-Dewey resolutions.
The fifth column—the Trotskyites and Norman Thomas Socialists—will go along with
any and all such resolutions so long as they
are mere expressions of hope. It is the machinery of political action—the financing and the
performance—that they will and are already
sabotaging.
ABOR can only do an effective job in this
vital campaign by building unity within
its own ranks and unity with and in the community, and by showing the community—by
strict adherence its no-strike pledge and ever
increasing production to win the victory—that
its political purposes are worthy of support.
That is precisely why the fifth column in
labor seeks to have the no-strike pledge with-

L

drawn, seeks to sow disunity, seeks to block
settlement of grievances through proper governmental agencies and opposes any working
cooperation with employers, particularly with
employers who are doing a good war job.
That is why the fifth column is attempting
to divert the energies of labor into fights
against employers and why it loudly proclaims
that there can be no coNaboration, even going
so far as to attack collaboration that puts dollars and cents into the pockets of workers,
and particularly attacking any collaboration
that advances the chances of the fourth term.
Will they join you in denouncing Dewey's
isolationism? Yes, indeed they will, for the
pose, but they will advance that very isolationism by vicious attacks on Churchill and Stalin.
OUBLE dealing is the fifth column's stock
in trade. Its program is to make everybody
hates everybody. That was Hitler's program,
too. It is the aim cif this element to build
in the armed forces such hatred of labor that
.servicemen will return with the notion that
labor is their enemy. This is the aim also of
pro-Hitler employers.
It is up to us to be alert to the workings
of these Hitler helpers in the labor movement
If we fail, Dewey can win and Hitler can negotiate a peace that saves him and fascism
with a Secretary of State named Hoover.
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ECAUSE a large local of the ILWU, namely Load
6, San Francisco warehousemen, steps out with a
program unanimously supported and desired by its
rank and file, there has been much wailing and
gnashing of teeth by many assorted labor fakers
and ponies within the labor movement and elsewhere.
It doesn't seem to occur to such individuals that
the working members of Local 4
not only know what they want but
in many cases have had a damn
sight more experience in how to
get it than those who seek to criticize their actions.
Local 6 advanced a proposal in
negotiations with employers they,
have dealt with over a period of
years, to refrain from use of the
strike weapon net only during the
war but in the postwar period, in
return for a written guarantee that
the preference of employment.
seniority, closed shop and other
provisions of the union contract continue not only
for the war period but into the postwar: They didn't
ask any other union's permission, believing, as an
autonomous local of the International, that when
their members voted unanimously for the proposition
these members had a right to secure it if they could,
and the local union, and the International wonders
what business it is of any other union or union official in view of these circumstances.
There is nothing in the local's proposal cqntraryy,
to the national policy of the ILWU and to date, as
far as the national union knows, nothing contrary to
any set or stated policy of the national CIO. Local 6,
and in many respects Local 6 employers with whom
It has negotiated many contracts, and with whom it
expects to d -al for some time in the future, and
Local 6's membership, which must live and work
under such contracts, is seeking a way, looking
toward the postwar world, of keeping its members
steadily employed.
If those who predict that widespread unemployment in the postwar world and a national program
of union busting by organized American management
can be best counteracted by national use of the strike
weapon are right, postwar planning of unions tihould
now be directed toward getting set for a national
general strike, because it will take that, and no less,
to cure unemployment problems by this method.

L

ABOR unions have made many pious pledges regarding protection of men and women serving in the
armed forces when they return home after the shooting is over, and those so-called Inbar leaders who are
advocating bigger and better strikes in the postwar
weal& including and leading up to a national general strike, can't dodge the fact that they are asking
the millions in the armed forces to return ad join In
such a strike. The chances are that those million*
will, but they will join against labor and not with it.
Those hardboiled sections of American labor and
capital who still hope to hang on to their outdated
Ideas that a people's victory is a far worse danger to
their future than a negotiated peace with the Axis
are not going to change their minds overnight.
It has been my experience in talking to calamity,
'howling union leaders who think they are going to
use their union to take employers apart after the war
that the main thing worrying them in the back of
their heads is not so much the loss of steady employment. in the postwar world for the rank and file of
the unions but the loss of their own union official
piecard jobs— or they are guided by political and
disruptive outside influences that have no place in
the labor movement.
Advocating bigger fights against management is
much safer for the piecard union official who has
his eye on protecting his job in the postwar world—
he can't be put on the spot too much for doing things
in the old way, and he can always make a good pretense of fighting for workers' interests by lumping
together all sections of management and pointing
theft to the union manly and file as a threat and evil
greater than Hitler or unemployment.
The International is in complete sympathy and
support of the action and program of Local 6, endorsed and supported by the unanimous vote of its
members, and is ready to take on all comers who want
to poke their noses into Local Vs internal affairs.
The other locals of our International will do well to
study the reasoning and approach governing Local
6's actions, and most especially to ask themselves—
as working members of the ILWU who form the basis
of the organization and who pay the freight—whether
Obey would rather have their International and local
anions and officers giving all the time and energy,
they can spare looking ahead and planning to kw*
people steadily emuloyed on the job and making
provision for the reiurn of the fighting forces;—ot
whether they would have them planning to throw the
resources and rank and file of our International Into
postwar strikes which will make some of the strikes
we hove been through is the past look like picnics.
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Merchant Seamen Discover Black and Seeliger
Turning Out Longshore Miracles in India
By A MERCHANT SEAMAN

Human labor is the cheape.st
commodity in India and there
hadn't been much received at
this port before that couldn't be
handled on the backs of the
native stevedores. The problem
called for longshoremen trained
in handling heavy cargoes and
handling them fast. And the
answer to the problem was in
North Afrca.
i
WORK WITH SPEED
Black and Seeliger and their
battalion were sent to India
through the Mediterranean.
Their convoy was under constant
attack by German bombers.
They had the dubious opportunity of seeing the German
glider bombs designed for use
against shipping in operation.
And, though loathe to give any
details, they say these bombs
were much too effective. But
they did arrive and pretty soon
even the mystics of the Far
East were amazed by the magic
transformation that took place.
In a short time this port in
India was conceded to be the
fastest unloading port in the
world,

nispocrcure

TenthRegion
Sets Uniform
Milling Rate

If you ask any member of a
PETALUMA, Calif. — After
certain U. S. Army longshore
more than a year of delay, the
battalion now stationed at a cerTenth Regional War Labor
tam n Port in India what he thinks
Board last week granted a
of Sergeants Thad I3lack and
straight seven-and-a - half - cent
Lloyd Seeliger his response is
an hour wage increase to wareapt to sound like testimonial for
house workers in the feed and
the Bridges Plan. The chances
milling industry here, retroare that he won't have heard of
active to June 1, 1943.
the Bridges Plan, but, he does
The Board's decision, which
know what Black and Seeliger
affects approximately 350 emhave accomplished, which is anployes, and which will entail
,
approximately $63,000 in back
other way of describing the
Bridges Plan in operation.
pay was granted on an employer-union appeal to a previTnis story about two former
ous Board order, denying the
ILWU officials now serving in
increase.
the U. S. Army Engineers really
/
2
The decision establishes 921
starts over a year ago when
cents an hour as the uniform
Black and Seeliger, both experate for milling industry in
rienced longshoremen, were asnorthern California.
signed to training members of
With the exception of San
the U. S. Army Engineers slated
Jose, it is now also the minifor longshore work in foreign
mum wage for warehousemen
ports. in a few months Black
under the jurisdiction of Loand Seeliger had instructed
cal 6.
these enlisted men to use lift
Companies affected are the
boards, jitneys, to drive winches
Golden Eagle Milling Company,
and to rig and handle ship's
the MeNear Feed Company,
gear and cargo. In short, they
Hunt and Behrens, Soren Feed,
whipped them into reasonable
Poultry Producers of Central
facsimiles of West Coast longCalifornia, Vonsen Feed Comshoremen, which means they
Liberty ships which carry
pany and Parker and Gordon
were almost as good as the best. over 10,000 tons of
general
Feed Company.
TRAINED IN SEATTLE
cargo are regularly unloaded in
Contracts between the emThe longshore training school 72 hours. This time is not
ployers involved and Local 6
was located in Seattle and when equalled in the U. S.
had been opened on June 1,
their men were due to be
We were there and before our
1943. Agreement was reached
shipped to sunnier and more ex- ship was secured to the dock,
between the parties and a Form
citing climes, Black and See- the deck load had been unlashed
10 filed with the Board. On
tiger requested permission to go and giant floating cranes were
April 19, 1944, and May 1,
along. They landed in North removing the deck cargo.
1944, the Board had issued deAfrica shortly after Rommel had
cisions denying the requested
If you ask a soldier how this
left and North African ports came about, he'll tell you it was
crea se.
The appeal filed
were being used as bases for the the U. S. Army, with the help of
shortly thereafter was acted
invasion of Sicily. Millions of Black and Seeliger. If you ask:
upon in less than a month,
dollars worth of the intricate Black and Seeliger, they'll tell
By agreement between the
Here are Sergeants Thad Black and Lloyd employers
machines of death were being you it was the U. S. Army, with
and the union, the
are
the
old-timers,
who
ILWU
Seeliger,
landed daily in the Mediterran: the help of thee native stevedores.
retroactive back pay provision
ean ports of North Africa.
They'll admit they taught the heroes of the accompanying story brought from India by merchant was interpreted as applicable to
A steady stream of merchant natives how to use lift boards, seamen. The picture was taken during the days they were training all employes who were in the
Industry at the time the Form
ships from England and the work with speedy jitneys, work Port Battalion recruits at Seattle.
10 was filed and who were also
United States ran the gauntlet of with that record-breaking West
German and Italian subs and Coast tempo, but they point out these few lines they will prob- must wait until the war is over in the industry at the time of
bombers and reached port with that the actual work of driving ably suffer much embarrass- and they have come back to the the Board's decision.
full cargoes of products manu- winches and handking cargo is ment. But they volunteered C10. But until that time they
Exception to this requirement
factured by the sweat and tears done by natives who turn in a their services to the Army be- have much to say that's interest- are those employes who left the
of ,American and British work- 12-hour shift at unbelievably cause they wanted to beat fas- lag and they, like millions of industry for ill health, were
ers. But, when these ships had low pay and on a daily diet clam in the ....way they figured other soldiers away from home drafted, who entered the armed
reached port. a new danger faced which wouldn't provide the av- they'd be most useful. And their and friends, are waiting to hear services, or who were forced by
the cargoes.
erage American child with one performance is a credit to both about their friends and union their draft boards to go into
brothers, Anyone who knows more essential industries. Also
Material of such size and in meal.
them and the ILWU.
such volume had never before
Because of security rsgula-, them should not prolong this excepted are those workers who
Black and Seeliger's modesty
the
industry
in
been seen in these.ports. There Is understandable because they tIons the vivid details of this wait. Black and Seeliger don't remained
throughout the year.
were no experienced winch driv- know the score. If they ever see story about Black and Seeli;rzer keep war material waiting.
ers or men who could gunge the
capacity of ship's gear.
ORDER OUT OF CHAOS
With the arrival of Black and
the
Seeliger's outfit, order replaced
ta11g7
chaos. Ships were handlecl with
for Roosevelt . . . To change
work for every one . . . Can
(All locals and members of the ILWU are invited to
as Short a turnaround as ill any
Presidents now would lengthyou have the address changed
from
received
letters
from
send interesting excerpts
American port. Pursuit planes
en the war a year or two . - •
on my union paper .. . Save
members in the Armed Services.)
and bombers took to the air and
We certainly couldn't put reyourself and stay in shape for
tanks rolled into action hours
actionary 9ewey in. Take a
this war will end some day."
tive—a union—by Axis prisLT. Cl. JENSEN, Local 10—"My
after their arrival as cargo.
tip from the bo:vs and put
oners se indoctrinated by C. P. COOKE, Local 19 (c/o Fleet
one ambition is to turn as
After some Months of this acyour money on FDR . . . Our
Nazism as to still remain our
much as possible of the scrap
Postoffice)—"This is just a
tivity a new theatre of operaunion paper gives the dope on
bitter enemies."
metal the eager shipowners
line to let you know I reHoran became more important.
our congressmen. Read the
and plutocrats sent to the PFC. SIDNEY D. HAYES, unceived your donation of $5
. The Burma campaign bad beDispatcher
and find out 'who's
affiliated (New Guinea) —
Japs back into scrap. Sort
. . . sure appreciate the fact
gun to roll and the vast amount
who
"First let us clear up a little
of silly, isn't it? Especially
members
that my fellow
of supplies needed for theSGT.
KARL YONEDA, Local 10
matter. The last letter rewhen most of this could have
haven't forgot ten the memBurma front and the huge road(India)—"The rainfall eonceived from ILWU Local 10
been avoided in the first place.
bers who are overseas . . .
building machinery that wastotinues
here every day and evstated that they, had no defiMy boys will know by the
Our outfit has been pretty
start the Lido road had reachederything
gets soggy. We have
nite data on my being a memtime we get back where most
lucky so far. • . Seven months
a bottleneck in a port in India.
250 to 300 inches of rain
ber .. . that is correct. Where
in the combat area and no
of the flack they went through
This port had never handledaround
here and it is really
or how you obtained my adoriginated."
major accidents . . .
cargoes such as were arriving
unpleasant. However the In
dress I don't know. Have PVT. DAVID STOECKER, Local
J. J. SCHOFIELD, Local 19 (in
there in American ships. Thediens
our
call the monsoon '
been receiving the Labor Her
10 (APO 358)—"Tell the
the South Pacific)—"I was
unloading gear was antiquated.friend'
because this is the
ald and weekly news letters
up in the Marshall Islands for
boys thanks for my check . . .
time for them to plant rice
for some time and if the
quite awhile and was woundI never heard of Santa Claus
union has no objections would
ed in action and received the
in the summertime before."
. .. The more I see of India the
Australian Labor
be more than glad to get them PVT. JAMES 0. WHITE, Local
purple heart but am OK now.
more I appreciate Sas FranSeeks GI Benefits
from here on out.
Letters are always appreciated
10 (Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo.)
eisco . . . The peon.* here
This paper I'm writing on I
S Y D N E Y (AT N)—Acting
out here."
—"Tell the gang to keep on
make from 10 to 16 Stouts
rolled a Jap for, so handle it
Prime Minister Frank Porde S 2/c HAROLD JACKSON, Lobuying bonds and stamps and
per day and work 11. hours a
easy, boys. I may have to
has assured the Australian
cal 10 (Hampton, Va.)—"At
maybe sometime in the near
day.
We are lucky to be
send it back and if it smells,
present I am doing all right
Council of Trade Unions that
future when the lights come
Americana."
connect me not to the odor,
he will give serious and full athaving made' the honor roll
on again, all of us can get COX. TED FELLOWS, Local
nor hold me responsible. Patention to the ACTU's proposfive weeks out of eight, which
together at the weekly meet10 (Marshall Isles)—"As per
per is at a premium here . . .
isn't so bad when you think
als on the needs of the armed
ings like we used to
notice on bulletin board I see
Have found out what it feels SGT. AARON BINDMAN, former
services. The ACTU's program,
of the reputation most people
we have cut down to a sevenlike to have bullets whining
drafted at its last national contry to give the longshoremen."
international
representative
day week now . . . If 3rou and
past my ear . .. Took over a
gross, calls for: extra pay for CPL. SAM CHERRY, Local 6
(New Guinea)—"These days
many others from home were
(Fort Denning, Ga.)—"I am
big air field at Dutch New
men engaged in battle operathere is much lively discusto watch us operate you'd
shocked at the proposal of the
Guinea which 'had some 230
tions, increased dependents alhold your breath, get graysion. November is drawing
Japanese planes lying wrecked
Army to put Axis prisoners of
lotmcints, improvement of leave
near and the soldiers know
headed very quick and feel the
conditions, better educational
war to work at West Coast
upon the field. So you see
that this election will select
need of liquid fortitude. We
our air force raises hell with
f- acilities, provision for closer
ports as longshoremen and at
the President and the Conimprovise much gear, and at
contact
between
the
trade
other waterfront work. As IL
them."
gross who will lead us to final
times I really am surprised
unions and the armed forces,
soldier I protest this stab at SGT HERMAN OLSON, Local 8
, victory and will be responthat loads carry without the
establishment of trade union
the back of American labor.
(overseas)—"Sure glad that
make-shift gadgets g I v I a g
sib's for setting into !notion
huts in operational areas and
"It is clearly an attempt by
you fellows finally, got too
post-war plane
away, but the hook Is irnov-i
visits from union officials to
much
work there, s a r e
shipowners in uniform to
"I have yet to meet a guy
tag and the accident ratio is.
the soldiers.
break a democratic preroganothing like having plenty ot
opposed te the fourth term
very low,"

Miracle Men
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Even Honest Columnists Must
Keep Eye on Business Office
By Morris Watson

Anybody who follows Dorothy Thompson, in I don't know
1ust how many newspapers, gets a shock at the breakfast table
)very now and then when the erudite lady seems to sour on all
that has gone before. Sometimes there will be a dozen devastatingly clear and brilliant columns that sting the senses with their
obvious honesty, and then, suddenly and whoosh, Dorothy's .off
the track and bouncing backwards on the ties.
One of these periodic shocks came on June 30 when Dorothy
Informed her readers, most of whom must have wondered if she
was writing about the same speech to which they listened, that
Dewey's acceptance address to the Republican convention "was
modern in temper and in delivery and completely without demagoguery." A statement, said Dorothy, "totally devoid of slogans,
wisecracks or pathetic oratory." In short, Dorothy spilled over,
oven going so far as to term Dewey's collection of platitudes and
generalities a "masterpiece" as a speech.
To those who read Miss Thompson's superb• and well-deserved spanking delivered the day before to the self-impressed
Republican glamor girl, Clare Luce, the column on Dewey could
only be more deeply puzzling. For there she confessed to being
filled with "indignation and shame" at the below-the-belt attacks
on the President.
it could not have been the intense heat in Chicago that
affected Dorothy, because while she specifically mentioned the
sweltering of the convention days, she duly reported while writing the Dewey column that "today is glorious, cool and bright."
Nor do I think she was jealous of Clare Luce and enamored of
Tommy Dewey. It was none of these things and any newspaperman who has ever been in position to write reviews, opinions or
comments in a newspaper could easily guess what probably
happened.

Writing Honesty
Never Pays
For a brief but hectic time in the days of the silent pictures
was a movie reviewer on the Omaha World-Herald. I had cer.
tam n knowledge that the brevity of my career in the job was in
exact proportion to the frankness of my printed remarks, for like
the cops, reporters go back to the less comfortable beats when
they flirt with honesty. The men who own the newspapers are
the same men who take the profits from the advertising, and the
best of all movie reviewers from their viewpoint is one who can
lose his sense of smell when Hollywood lays an egg that is critically ill. I was too young and eager in those days to temper honesty with discretion at the right places. When an egg was so
bad that it drove me from the theater I rashly said so in so many
words.
Frequent delegations of theater owners to the office of the
managing editor left me scarred and bitter but had little effect
on my reviewing, The managing editor, a pious fellow, long since
retired, was not very subtle. He found it difficult to instruct me
to lie about the bad pictures without putting himself in a compromising position with his piety and oft-repeated preachments
about tla, freedom and honesty or the press.
The blowup came when a prominent Hollywood producer
visited Omaha and invited the so-called gentlemen of the press—
meaning the reviewers—to accompany him while he paid a visit
at the railroad station to the late Alexander Pantages who was
passing through and had a two-hour layover. There was being
premiered in Omaha a new picture and the producer's whole
object in coming to Omaha, it developed, was to see Pantages and
try to sell the picture for booking in his great chain Of ornate
movie palaces.

An Opinion
Is a Shock

NEW YORK—(FP) — As
soon as the 16 employees of
the Service Quilting Co.
pledged $135 to the CIO Political Action Committee, the
owner of the firm, Louis
Horowitz, asked if he couldn't
give $50 for the same purpose.
"The work of the Political
Action Committee," Horowitz explained, "serves the
interests of all Americans,
both. workers and employers."

Economist
Heads ILWU
Researching
SAN FRANCISCO—Lloyd H.
Fisher, an economist of long eXperience, became research director of the ILWU July 10, filling a post vacant since the department was created early this
year.
Until resigning to join the
ILWU staff, Fisher was director
of wage stabilization for the
10th Regional War Labor Board,
a position to which he was appointed in May, 1943.
"Mr. Fisher brings to the
ILWU a wealth of experience
in the public service which will

British Seamen Want Anglo-Soviet Unity

Important Invasion Role
Played by Navy's Seabees
The Germans are learning harbors to turn them intn adabout the Seabees the same way vanced amphibious °periling
the Japs did—the hard way, says bases, supply depots and Maina Navy release.
tenance units from which U.S.
The Navy has revealed how naval vessels carried the Allied
the versatile Seabees, most of Army to European beaches.,
whom were recruited from orThe first Seabees arrived in
ganized labor (hundreds from the British Isles in the fall of
the ILWU), constructed many
1942. In less than 18 months
U.S. Naval amphibious bases
which supported our forces at- they constructed and had ready
the many bases which were octacking the continent.
cupied by operational forces carIn record time the Seabees
rying out the greatest amphibtook over thousands of acres of ious operation in all world hisBritish land, occupied scores of tory.

"THE NEGRO WAR WORKER IN SAN FRANCISCO" (Published under administration of the
YWCA, 620 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Cal.),
98 pp., 50 cents.
The problems of new war workers in an overcrowded industrial community is known by all of us in broad outline, but what
happens to Negro workers, who suffer even greater handicaps,
is prevnted in "The Negro War Worker in San Francisco." The
facts contained in this book are the result of a survey and study
conducted by Dr. Charles S. Johnson of Fisk Uohiversity and was
organized by the YWCA and sponsored by a committee of San
Francisco citizens.
In the two years between 1940 and 1942 the population of
San Francisco jumped from 634,536 to 728,236—an increase of
over one hundred and six thousand people. Included in this new
population is a large number of Negro workers. During the two
year period the Negro population increased from 4,846 as reported by the 1940 census to 18,000 as a conservative estimate
by the end of 1943.
Three fourths of the new Negro residents are from the southern states of Texas, Louisiana and Oklahoma. The fact that the
average age of these workers is 23 years and that they are mainly
married couples with one child, indicates they are seeking to
establish a better life for themselves and their families than they
could obtain in thd jimcrow South.
The study shows that the new arrivals are fairly well educated
with an average grade attainment of eight and a half years. One
fifth of the newcomers are high school graduates and 8 per cent
have had college or professional training. This explodes the
common popular misconception that the new Negro workers in the
area are an "illiterate, undesirable element."

Housing Is
Big Problem

LLOYD H. FISHER

While we waited for the ti ain the producer and his local
theater manager fed, us collossal statistics., about the picture in
collossal terms. The train came and we filed in to see the great
Pantages and went through the motions of interviewing him.
After polite exchanges, the producer with studied casualness
brought up the subject of the picture he was trying to sell.
Pantages nodded approvingly at every "collossal" and seemed
"collossal" business which the producer said
.
Impressed by the
the picture was doing in its initial showing.
For some strange reason Pantages turned to me.
"Did you see the picture?" he asked.
"Yes," I said.
"What do you think of it?" he asked.
"I think it stinks," I said.
If a pin had dropped it would have sounded like a thunderclap.
There was no consoling the managing editor on that one.
"Why did you have to give your opinion?" he demanded.
"Because it was asked for," I explained.
"Then why did you have to say the picture stinks?" he
shouted.
-Have you smelled it yet?" I asked him.
The next day I was on a desk editing dispatches from
Broken Bow and other way points in the far reaches of Nebraska.
My career as a critic was ended. Ironically, I still have in my
files a letter from the director of the picture, agreeing with my
printed appraisal of the work and saying that it had been
butchered in the cutting room.
I don't know for sure what happened to Dorothy Thompson, but I can just imagine a syndicate manager after reading
her Clare Luce piece reaching for the telephone and shouting:
"For the sake of mud, Dorothy, don't you realize the papers
are overwhelmingly anti-FDR? If you keep this up you're going
to write yourself right out of them."
That could explain the strange Dewey piece. At any rate
ft will be well to remember that Dorothy, honest though I believe she wants to be, doesn't own the papers she writes in. For
our money, she's still a good gal,

LONDON--( ALN) —"British
seamen are determined that
c. hen the war is won, the close
unity created with the Soviet
Union shall continue," Charles
Jarman, acting general secretary of the National Union of
Seamen, declared here. Jarman
described the Anglo-Soviet alit-

Contribution to PAC
Pledged by Employer

be invaluable in the coming contract negotiations and in the
planning for postwar reconstruction," said International Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblatt.
Fisher was born in Philadelphia in 1911 and was graduated from the University of
Pennsylvania. He took postgraduate work at the University
of Paris, specializing in economics and sociology.
He started a career in the
public service with the Federal
Relief Administration in Washington in 1934. Within six
months he transferred to the
Department of Agriculture as an
economist to study the problems of low income farm families in New Mexico, Colorado,
Utah and Arizona. In 1940 he
came to the West Coast with
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics to work on farm labor
problems and planned land settlement.
His first position with the
War Labor Board, which he
joined. in January 1943, was as
head of the section on food industries and wholesale and re:
tail distribution.
Fisher earned his education
by driving a milk wagon during summer seasons in New
Jersey. To get to Paris he
shipped as a deck boy on a Hog
Island freighter. He is a former
vice president of one of the
locals of the United Federal
Workers of America, CIO, is
married, has a son four years
old and lives in Berkeley.

anee as "the rock on which we
must build for the future," adding that it "is not a mere pledge
between governments. It was
underw ritten by the organized
worIers of Britain and the
If everybody's striking as the
other United Nations. British Hearst press say, who in heck
seamen have paid with their makes all those guns, tanks and
lives to gorge the alliance."
shells?,

The rapid influx of thousands of new people into San Francisco has created a housing problem of the first magnitude. The
housing condition in the restricted Negro area is appalling. Aside
from the substandard and insanitary conditions of the majority;
of dwellings in the Fillmore section, overcrowding and congestion
Is the common condition of Negro families. Half of the family
dwellings covered in the study were occupied by two or more
family groups and almost a third of these lived in one room.
Two out of every five families did not have the necessary bath
and toilet accommodations. The Negro war worker's family
occupies a dwelling averaging three and a third rooms for which
they pay the exorbitant rent of $43.52. This fact should spike
the anti-Negro propaganda spread throughout San Francisco by
real estate associations that property values decrease when
Negroes move into a community.
Furthermore the study shows a vigorous and vicious effort
has been put forth by real estate firms, property owners, neighborhood improVetnent clubs and merchant groups to restrict the
Negroes' opportunity for housing accommodations in other areas
of the city.
The enrollment of Negro children in public schools has increased 219 per cent sinct 1940. Three fourths of the Negro
pupils show some temporary retardation and there were serious
signs of maladjustment. These factors no doubt are attributable
largely to the low educational standards of schools and the whole
environmental conditions of the jimcrow South, plus the added
fact of adjusting themselves to a new community.

Employment Restricted
To War Plants
The study shows that Negro employment in the Bay Area
has increased 271 per cent during the last four years. Three
fourths of these workers are in shipyards and two thirds of all
Negro workers are employed in plants which began operation since
1940. The absence of Negro workers in the general industrial
and business economy of this area is thus strikingly clear. These
facts might indicate that employment policies in the San Francisco Bay Area are designed to restrict Negro workers to a limited number of vital war industries.
The trade union movement generally is giving serious attention to the problems of lay-off which will result from reeonversion and cut-backs in war industries. The only real. protection
that a worker has is his membership in a strong trade union. The
great majority of Negro workers in this area have uncertain trade
union protection. The study points out that lack of bona fide
union status of Negro workers in shipyards due to the discriminatory arrangements of union auxiliaries by the Boilermaker's
Union into which Negroes are forced to go if they are working
In the shipyasds causes uncertainty of job security, promotional
and grievance rights.
Aside from the above factual information the survey indicates attitudes of the newcomers towards their own conditions as
well as what the old population of San Francisco thinks of their
new neighbors. This survey is a most valuable contribution to
trade unions and community organizations working toward uniting San Francisco to win the war in the quickest possible time
and to build security in postwar America,
.—MATT enik:WFORD.

Ally 14, 11,-1.6.
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All Units Agree Security Preamble Will Create
Postwar Jobs and Help With Plan for Peace
OAKLAND —How will the
new preamble create more jobs
for Local 6 members?
How will the union deal with
recalcitrant employers?
These and other problems incident to the application and
clarification of the local's newly
adopted "security" preamble
were discussed last week by officers and business agents of
all Local 6 units in two special meeting held in the Green
Room of the Oakland office.
Other problems discussed
were the place of the preamble
In
post - war planning, the
union's policy toward other
unions, which may go out on
strike `and the development of
foreign markets.
MEMBERS PRESENT
Present at the meetings were
Joe Lynch, Joe Muzio, Dominic
Gallo, Joe Dillon, Mabel Keesling, Charles Ciolino and Tony
Koslosky from San Francisco;
Paul Heide, Chile Duarte, Lou
Gonick, Joe Gomes, Myron Axx,
William Sherman, J. H. Clay
and Bob Moore from Oakland;
Ira Vail and Kurt Lyons from
Petaluma; Al Balatti and Carl
Jensen from Stockton; Jim
Pinkham and William Bunnell
from San Jose, and A. Hem enez
and W. K. Schneiders from
Crockett.
Louis Goldblatt, Charles F.
McMurray and Morne Halting
from the International, Everett
W. Jones of the Santa ClaraSan Benito C I 0 Industrial
Union Council and Ruby Heide
of the Alameda Council also attended.
MORE JOBS
In connection with the problem of how signing the preamble will create more jobs,
the discussion brought out the
fact that after the war, the closing down of the shipyards now
employing thousands of men in
the Bay Area will create a great
army of unemployed in the conversion period.
The principles of the preamble call for joint action'by
unions, employers and other
forces in the community and the
government to absorb these
workers into industry.
"Signing the preamble will
not create jobs per se," Paul
Heide pointed out. "It is not
the signing of the contract but
the principle of working together which is important."
The discussion brought out
- that if employers are uncertain
of their future and fearful of
attack by labor, they will not be
willing to sit down with unions
and work out their joint problems.
Some of the steps which employers, unions and the government must take to handle the
conversion unemployment problem are planning now to build
consumer industries in the Bay
Area which will help absorb the
men laid off in the war industries, planning now for future
public projects in this area, and
extending unemployment benefits which will retain purchasing power until after the coonomN is converted from a war
to gt peace-time basis so that industries will be able to have
domestic markets for their
products and so continue expanding.
No specific recommendation
f o r uncooperative employers
Was agreed upon by the attending members. It was recognized that this problem would
have to be discussed again in
the future as the plans for obtaining cooperation proceeded.
UNCOOPERATIVE
EMPLOYERS
"We can't lay down a blueprint," said Louis Goldblatt,
"
but we can lay down a pattern
of action—based ou joint VOAllWail. security."

Lynden Returns to
Work After Illness
SAN FRANCISCO—President
Richard Lynden returned to
work Monday after having been
confined to bed for over a week
with a severe ease of sinus
troubla.

Barnette Brown New
Steward at Eng-skell
SAN FRANCISCO — I3urnette
Brown was elected steward at
Eng-skell Company last week
(June 20), replacing
Cliff
Banks, who resigned after moving to San Mateo. Banks had
served as steward for a year
and a half.
Brown has been in the union
for almost two years.

Mary Maderas Injured
In Fall at Her Home

Pow Wow

Officers and business agenia of all Local 6 units get down to their shirt sleeves
in two all-day sessions in Oakland clarifying the preamble and malting post-

SAN JOSE—Mary Maderas of
Cal Pack plant No. 51 suffered
a broken arm last Wednesday
(June 28) as a result of a fall
down her cellar steps. She was
treated at the San Jose Hospital.
The accident which occurred
during Miss Maderas' vacation
wilt keep her off her job on the
carton line for five or six
months, it was estimated.

war plans.
"This means," Joe Lynch
pointed out,"that our psychology
In handling the job must be not
that We are going to fight employers who won't go along, but
rather that we must continue to
work with cooperative employers and other segments of the
community who want to plan
for post-war prosperity and security to try and bring such
employers into the plan. It
means we must use the weapons
of joint community aetion." he
stated.
Bjorn° Halting called the
preamble "just the spear-head
of a whole post-war program of
cooperation." Unless it is accepted by the community by and
large, it will hare failed," he
said. "We have not only to convince our employers but must
also get them to sell the idea to
other employers and unions."
ECONOMIC ISOLATIONISM
Goldblatt called the philosophy behind use of the strike
weapon "isolationist economic
thinking" which was a counterpart of "national' isolationism
In which each country built
fences bristling with military
protection around itself, hoping
thereby to achieve peace."
"But this failed," Goldbiatt
stated. "It led to a clash of
arms and to the present war.
"Just as nations by their isolationist practices made hostile
forces of all other nations, so
the unions made the communities in which they lived hostile."
"Either we find new prospeetives and a new way to work or
we return to contniued economic
battles which will become more
and more severe," he predicted.
"Even the most powerful of
unions lose their gains in Periods of intense. unemployment.
Their gains move out from under them when they have no
jobs.
RIGHT TO STRIKE
He emphasized, however, that
the union is not giving up the
right to strike. As to whether
we will use the weapon, he replied that we don't know.
If certain employers want to
fight a cooperative machinery
such as we hope to build, we
will fight back, he stated. However, we may not use the strike
weapon even then. We still
have the weapons of political
action, public pressure, and community activity.
In clarification of the meaning of the preamble, Mabel
Keesling pointed out that the
wording of the document states
that we are only guaranteeing
• not to strike to #0E4 employers

who will guarantee us basic
union security. it is a proposed
part of a union-employer contract which will be signed by
both parties and will incur obligations on both sides.
The problem of our attitude
toward other unions who go out
on strike was also delegated to
the future. Ira Vail pointed out,
however, that decisions on this
issue must be predicated on the
pripciple enunciated in the contract that "we reject any hostility to unions as such."
QUARA NTIN 10 AGGRESSORS
"We will have to organize
both employers and unions behind a program of collective security and quarantine the aggressors whoever they
Lynch stated,
FOREIGN MARKETS
Charles McMurray brought up
the problem of foreign markets

and how we *an fully exploit
these markets if foreign countries are impoverished after the
war and can't afford to buy the
goods we can produce and sell
them.
Ruby Heide pointed out that
discussions are already taking
place in congress for the extension of lend-lease in the postwar era.
The group decided that the
lend-lose program after the war
will depend on Congress and
the Administration and that it
is the job of union to see that
we get an effective and progressive program through political
action and through this preamble by cooperation with the
progressive elements among
employers and the rest of the
community to obtain such a progressive government.

Federal Workers
Hit Hospital
Understaffing

SAN FRANCISCO—A conference of Veterans Administration
employees held in San Francis.° retently adopted a program calling for salary increases
and employee promotions to halt
the high turnover of personnel
staffing Veterans Hospitals In
the Bay Area, Jeanne Blodgett,
National Representative of the
United
Federal Workers at
America, C10, announced.
The program adopted by the
delegates stated, "Substandard
wages have resulted in a dangerously high rate of turnover
and serious understaffing of
Veterans Hospitals at a time
when facilities are receiving
wounded veterans from the
fighting fronts. American boys
wounded in battle are entitled
to the best care and attention
to restore them to a normal productive life as soon as possible,
but their chances of quick reoovery are jeopardized by underto carry on the work of the
staffing in all the Veterans Hosdemocratic campaign.
pitals."
"It is the intention of the
new committee to operate not
just as a campaign committee,
however, but to take up matters which affect the people of
the community and to discuss
CHICAGO — (FP) — Unions
them, pass resolutions and advise the community of its we- which concluded from the government's seizure of the Montgomery Ward plant that strikes
force speedy War Labor Board
action are in error, according to
the Chicago regional WLB.
The regional board cracked
down on three unions involved
In recent strike fictions. Local
477, United Auto Workers
(CIO), at Revere Copper and
Local 1302, United Steelworkers (CIO), at Evinrude Motors
were denied maintenance of
membership for four to six
months and the case of UAW
Local 164 at the Aulfurn Mfg.
Co. was postponed for three
weeks.
The decisions were unani-

Heide Elected Secretary of
Alameda Democrats
OAKLAND—Paul Heide, Local 6 vice-president, was elected
as corresponding secretary of
the Alameda County Democratic
Central Committee in the first
meeting of the newly-constituted committee on July 11.
Heide was elected to the Committee in the primaries from
the 17th assembly district,
where, without having conducted any campaign for election, he
garnered over 6,000 votes and
came in second among nine
candidates for five offices.
As a result of an article appearing in the Labor Herald erroneously announcing Heide as
a write-in candidate, votes for
him poured in from all over the
Bay Area. From almost every
assembly district in Contra
Costa County, Alameda County
and Mann County, voters wrote
in Heide's name on the ballot.
His name even appeared as a
write-in for the Republican Central Committee.
Charles Duarte, Local 6 business agent, whose name also appeared in the Labor Herald as a
.write-in candidate was elected
In the 13th district where he
thought he lived. However, he
discovered too late that he lived
in the 14th district and was
therefore not eligible to the office to which he was elected.
Duarte, too, received write-in
votes from alt over the Boy
Area.
The Committee, members of
which hold office for two years,
is a icgally sonstitaied body to
,le

Strikers Penalized
By Labor Board

mous.

Fight for Fre. Ballot
Will Be Pressed
PAUL HEIDE
tions," Heide explained. "it
wig take Its pine, as the leading body of the democratic party in this community,"
lie predleeed as well that the
body would represent inky of
labor and mausseisana to the
neassimulAw

WASHINGTON (Pr) —Shifting from the senate to the national conventions, the National
Committee to Abolish the Poll
los announced that it would
sonk insertion of a strong plank
to Ws Democratic convention
eatling for "vigorous action to
obsilleh the Doll tau."
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Soldier's Fears of Postwar
Relieved by Union Stand
Received your newsy servicemen's letter today and enjoyed
reading about the stand Local
6 is taking In the all out "Winthe-War" program.
Yes, to strike at a time like
this when every ounce of energy
Is needed on the home front to
produce the materials that are
needed for the fighting men
would be the biggest act of treason yet to be mentioned.
The union members who are
serving in the Army, Navy, Marines or whatever branch, look
forward to the efforts that the
unions are putting forth in their
behalf.
Many times at night, after a
dab's routine, we sit on our cots
and let our minds wander back
to the days when we were engaged in home-front war work
ad wonder just what kind of a
world we are going to return to.
My fears were relieved when
I rowd the union's proposal for
no‘v,...agreements, realizing only

too well that Local 6 is the
leader in what should be a nation-wide plan.
Keep up the good work and
spare no efforts In disposing of
those 01 selfish interests who
endeavor to bring about the collapse or everything which is
honest and decent.
So from a union member
somewhere in the South Pacific,
I can only say, stay in there
pitching and all the _luck in the
world.
Pfc. A. N. Gazzanta
39045613
458th QM 1,dry Co
APO 709 c/o P. M.
San Francisco, Calif.

Souza TalksOf Icy Water
And Strikes

Fellows Crowd Around Lidika
As He Reads The Dispatcher
It is really wonderful to receive the union paper. All the
fellows in my outfit crowd around and I show them all the
fellows whose pictures are in the contents. I wonder if you
could mention my name in the Hot Cargo space or somewhere
to prove to these fellows what a swell union I belong to.
Believe me I get in some heated arguments on the labor
situation. But I always win out because I know the score and
some of these guys feel pretty embarrassed when I compare
what organized labor has done for me and what they have
missed by not being in the position to belong to such a strong
organization.
Believe me when I tell you there are really a lot of fellows who haven't even beard of the CIO.
Hoping I will he on your mailing list at all times, The
Dispatcher realli, give, me a good idea what is going on in
the outside w01.141.
Delmar W. Lidika AS
Co. 44-333
USINTC
San Diego, 33, Callfm ida

Since I left home I have been
in places ranging from the icy
Waters of the far north to• the
warm blue waters of the South.
I am glad to hear about, all the
union is doing for the union because once you leave - home,
your fun is over.
. When we are in a fox hole and
read about a strike we want to
get abold of the strikers and
tell them all about the tough
time we have. •
Do they ever stop to think
what would happen to them if
ever we should go out on strike?
We get plenty tired of fighting
here and would like to stop and
go home too.
I am on the Island of Oahn
now and have been here for a
little time.
, It's good to hear that my
union is doing such a good war-.
job. To all the men in the union
I'd like to say that you go on
doing your part nu(' you can be
sure. that we will do ours over
here.
Sgt. Manuel Souza
CO 1117 Inf. Army •
APO -7 c/0 Postmaster
San Francisco, Calif.

Blood Bank Seen
As Toio, Hitler Foe
Congratulations on the success of the Warehouse Ball.
surely - are
servicemen
We
thankful to get a Canteen in
which to have a little recreation. Also glad to hear about
all you folks visiting the blood
bank, That sure is an important item toward defeating 'roma
and Hitler. So hoop up the goodwork at home and the world
will be at peace again and soon.
rill stilh in the Aleutian Area
and working hard every day.
Looking forward for the end
of the war when we v.1-11 be tov, !her again.
Pfc. Albert Paladini 39837274,
I:19th Inf. U. S. Army,
Co.
AP0 No, 726 C/0 Postmaster,
Seattle, Washington.

Dillon Enthuses
About Preamble
think the union's proeo:al
for a preamble for their new
agreements is one of the greatest plans I have ever heard or.
I imagine every other fellow in
the service will be glad to know
that he has something to look
forward to when this is all over
with.
We fellows in the service
don't know how to express our
thanks to all or you for the
great job you are doing. It's because of you and your good
work which enables us to keep
Ritter and also the Japanese on
the run and hastens the war so
we can once more join our
loved on cc.
P‘t. (e4Figi' S. Dillon,
i.sN 394)97088
21st Depot Supply
Trans. Div.
APO 636 c/0 P.74f.
New York City, N. Y.

Company Calls Unions
To Discuss Preamble
E M ERY VILLE — A meeting
of representatives of management and of all the unions in
the plant was called by the
Parafftne Companies this week
to discuss the subject to an annual wage, the company's proposals for a new agreement and
Local 6's proposed preamble.
Approximately 14 unions are
involved and will take part in
he discussions,
teed tat turned in to butchers is used in the manufacture
of gunpowder, explosives, sulfa
drugs and other medical supplies,.

Eng-skell Pond Quota.
Oversubscribed 72%
SAN FRANCISCO—The, bond
quota of $7,000 was oversubscribed by 72 per cent, Local 6
members at Engaskell Company
• reported last week. Over $12,000 worth of bonds were pur• chased by employees of the company during the Fin h War Loan
drive.

HIRING HALL

Not a USO Center, this shot catches a group of sailors in the Oakland
hiring hall waiting to be dispatched to jobs. Over 3000 servicemen a
month entering the hail are given preference in premium work by the dispatchers.

Before the , war a billion
pounds of fat came into the
United States annually from the
Orient.

•

Hiring Hall Fills
2,871 Jobsa in June
SAN FRANCISCO- -A total of
2,871 men, the largest number
since the hiring hall has been
in existence, were dispatched to
jobs by the men's hiring hall in
the month of June. The June
total exceeds the May total 9f'
1950 by 921 men. More than
twice as many servicemen were
dispatched in June as in the
previous month.
The women's hall dispatched
800 women during the combined
months of June and July. Of
this number, 633 women were
sent out on women's jobs and
167 on men's jobs.
Of the June total for men,
310 were bookmen; 1274 pro*
bationary members and 1287
servicemen. In May, 324 book
men, 1005 probationary members and 621 servicemen were
dispatched.
The hiring hall's job is not
only to fill orders for workers,
but also to meet War Manpower Commission requirements of
allotting available manpower so
that essential war Industries are
given priority for workers. No
men are dispatched to non-essential jobs by the halt until
all essential jobs are filled. The
hall is supplied with lists of
plants and their priority numbers by the WMC.

,20-Pound Coffee Cans
Merit Men's Pay Rate
SAN FRANCISCO—All women working on 20-pound cans
in the coffee industry are entitled to receive men's pay, Business Agent Joe Dillon reported
at the last membership meeting.

Western Sugar Members Oversubscribe
$22,500 War Bond Quota by $3,500
SAN FRANCISCO Oversubscription of their $22,500 quota
by $3,500 was announced June
28 at the Fifth War Loan Bond
Rally at Western Sugar in which
emriloyees and employers gathered to take stock of their bond
progress and pledge continuance
of their "back the attack" activities.
Employees who served as solicitors for the record breaking
bond subscription were F. •

Hatcher, E. M. Levi, C. Dawson,
0. Mitchell, M. Rodriguez and
Mary Helms, Local 6 members,
L. Walker, safety engineer, and
F. Quade of the electrical departrnent.
The campaign committee had
set July 8 as the deadline for
pledge toward the bond quota
which was reached and surpassed with ten days leaway.
Speaking for the company, C.
L. Morse congratulated the ern-

Stockton Members Help to
Set Up Child-Care Center
LODI—With the assistance of
several Local 6 members from
the Stockton unit, a child care
center was set up in Lodi last
month to answer the need of
the c o trt in unity's working
mothers.
Recognizing the necessity of
such an establishment so that
Lodi women could be fully utilized in the canneries and packing houses of this vicinity, the
Lodi Business and Professiohal
Women's Club approached Al
13allatl, Stockton Local 6 business agent for assistance and cooperation in the project.
The Army donated a plywood
Army "igloo" to the project. The
city of Lodi donated the plumbing and Local 6 employers at
Ballati's request permitted several Local 6 members to take
time off to tear down the igloo,

load it on a,. truck and set it
up again in Lodi.
The center will take care of
children of working women,
many of whom are Local 6 members, during working hours. It
will provide cots, lunches and a
recreational program,

ployees for a job well done, but
pointed out that the war was not
by a long shot" and
won yet
emphasized the need for the
purchase of bonds to continue.
Mary Helms, who is chief
stewardess, reminded the members that "our fighting men are
fighting so that you and I may
be free of the threat of fascism
and that we may all have a better world to live in" and recalled their pledge to give these
men unstinted support.
Mack Posey, Local 6, thanked
the management for its cooperation and E. E. Marlow (AFL
machinist) called for fuller support from those members who
hail not yet purchased bonds.
Each bond drive, the company
donates one $2,5 bond for each
,,group of 25 employees who participate. The bond is distributed
by drawing among each '25 employee group. Twenty-one such,
bonds were donated by the cornpany in the Fourth Drive.

Probationaries Get Meeting Notice
SAN FRANCISCO—A letter -,
from President Richard Lynden was sent out last week to
all probationary members of the
San Francisto Unit announcing
special monthly meetings.•
The letter stated that "It is
Only necessary to attend one of
these meetings; however, probs.tionary members will not be
passed by the investigating cornmittee for their regular black
membership books unless Moir

probationary books show that
they have attended one of these
special Meetings.
"The meetings will 1:te held
every third -Thursday at 150
Golden Gate Astenue at 6;p.M."
The next such Meeting 4111 be
July 20.
The meetings are being held
to give probationary members
an opportunity to become better
acquainted with the procedures
and policies of the union.
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Lynch, Bridges Urge Members to
Make Organization Number One Job
SAN FRANCISCO—Calling on of organizing will have ,to be
the ieembers to make the union's done mainly by the rank and
organizational drive a m o,n g file,
since it is not possible for
woeleers in military bases a
regular
organizers to go into
"raiik and file" job, Vice-Presimilitary establishments in the
dent Joe Lynch at the last memsame fashion as they have gone
bership meeting here outlined
into Private concerns. It will be
some of the conditions which he
necessary for members now
had, discovered in his prelimiworking in these bases and for
nary survey.
volunteer organizers who will
International President Harry take jobs there
to organize the
Bridges, also urging members to workers on the
job.
give the drive an A-1 priority.
"These unorganized workers
predicted that unless these unare a threat to our union," be
organized workers in military
said, "and we are going to need
Installations • are brought into
a real rank and file organizing
the .union, ,the union's chances
committee
to do the job,"
now :and after the war to maintain and improve conditions will EVERY MEMBER AN
ORGANIZER
be impaired.
Bridges, who recalled the day
Bridges also called for organization of these workers to pre- when every member of the union
vent wake of manpower and to
increase production.
Lynch's report revealed that
there were approximately 7,000
unorganized workers doing warehouse work in the Bay Area:
5,000 in the Port Area at Stockton and an''unestimated number
PETALUMA—Petaluma, last
in the quartermaster corps at Local 6 unit to consider the
Tracy and the army engineers
proposed preamble for future
In Lathrop.
union contracts, voted unaniNN.TAGES LOW AS 49 CENTS
Wage rates for some of these mously last Friday to approve it.
Petaluma's action now puts
employees are as low as 49 cents
an hour, Lynch pointed out and all the units on record in favor
turnover as high as 150 per of the preamble.
cent a year in some instances.
Prefacing his discussion of the
He also disclosed that the cost preamble, Louis Goldblatt, inof handling, cargo by the mili- ternational secretary-treasurer,
tary is from 30 to 40 per cent blasted the "vicious and libelhigher than . when done by pri- ous" editorial which had apvate contractors.
peared in the June 30 issue of
Lynch also reported that the Petaluma Argus-Courier, edworkers at the Lathrop Holding itor of which had been called to
and Reconsignment Depot who the meeting as a photographer
were organized in May will prob- and who sat in the audience.
ably have their wages brought
After the speech, the editor
up shortly from $.92 to the stated a desire to answer Goldterminal rate of $1,02 an hour. blatt's criticism but refused an
The War Labor Board ;had invitation by Business Agent
formerly turned down a request Ira Vail to do so.
for the adjustment but it. has
The editorial which appeared
more recently extended the San in the
Argus-Courier as a reFrancisco labor market to Stock- print from
the Pacific Rural
ton and it is now expected that Press
attacked Harry Bridges,
a Form 10 'requesting the instating that the 100 percent nocrease will be filed shortly.
strike record of the ILWU since
Agreement was also reached
Pearl Harbor was only half of
with the Westkrn Freight Hanthe apple, "the half without the
dlers in Oakland, San Francisco
worm in it,"
and the Redwood City Port Area
The other half, the editorial
for a contract which will provide for overtime after 5.o'clock, stated was a record of a six
for one and two week vacations hour work day for longshore-after one and two years of serv- men of loafing at high pay and
ice, the vacation to be based on of interference with shipping at
a 48 hour week, and for 15 days the production end which would
call for court martial' at the
of sick leave a year.
fighting end.
OLUN TEERS NEEDED
Lynch explained that the job l'ICIOUS LIE
"This," said Goldblatt, "is a
lie—a deliberate and vicious
WA TEItMELONS REDUCED
k
SAN FRANCISCO—Members Be!"
He pointed out that all Army;
of Mrs. America's family should
enjoy watermelons thore this Navy and Marine as well as
year than last year because new War Shipping. Administration
ceiling prices established by the records would prove that to the
Office of Price Administration contrary, the longshoremen on
will mean substantial reduc- the Pacific coast have a rections over last year's prices, an ord for fast time in loading,
OPA release predicts.
turning around of ships and

was an organizer, dwelled on the
national implications of the organizing drive. One thing which
bringing. these unorganized
workers into the union would
do, he explained, would be to
strengthen the union not only
economically but politically as
well. It would aid in the fight
to prevent the "Hoover-DeweyWarren group from taking over
in the national elections," he
stated. He predicted that if the
Republicans came into office "a
hell of a lot of us and of the
soldiers who return will be selling apples after the war."
He said that in addition to
political action, a strong union
was necessary to work effectively with employers to expand and
provide more jobs.

ear-heading the joint 1LWU organizaSp
tional drive which will be carried out
in the main by "rank and filers" are (left to right) Biome Hailing,
Patricia Thompson and Joe Lynch. Patricia Thompson is working
on a survey of Local 6 members now working in military bases,
those now being dispatched and the branches of the military
responsible for the various operations performed.

SPEAR-HEAD

Petaluma Unit Approves Preamble;
Goldblatt Blasts Local Editorial

ONLY 5 MONTHS
TO NOVEMBER 7141•

tonnage production which is not
equalled anywhere in this country or among any of the United
Nations.
MILITARY TESTIMONIALS
"We have testimonials from
such men as Major General Gilbreath, General Somervell, General MacArthur, Vice Admiral
Greenslade and Admiral Nimitz," he stated, "which pay tribute to the tremendous and unbelievable job done by -our union
in the turn-around of ships and
in getting supplies to the war
front."
Goldblatt pointed out the men
work a ten hour day and that
many men among his own acquaintances have worked 90 to
95 days without a single day
off to get the ships loaded.
On the. U., S. S. Perry, he
stated, longshore union men had
loaded 10,000 tons in 96 hours,
a new world record for shipping, and on the U. S. S.. Coolidge, they had completed in 72
hours a job which the Navy
had estimated would take atleast 84 hours if done as an
emergency loading.
MAN IN FOX-HOLE SUFFERS
"This editorial does harm to
the man at the front, the man
in
the fox-hole," Goldblatt
stated. Reading such an editorial makes these men worry.
They think the people at home
are not doing their part and begin to wonder whether the war
is worth fighting. Because of
such worries and thoughts, they
don't 'fight as hard, and are
more easilar
In his address on the preamble, Goldblatt outlined the
history of the union in attempting to avoid the present war and
described the place of the preamble in the union's present policy of helping to shorten the
war and in achieving a constructive peace.
WE BACKED LOYALISTS
"We supported the loyalists in
Spain because we thought the
fight there represented the first
phase of a struggle -against
fascism which, if not stopped,
would
envelope
the
entire
world," he 'stated.
"We supported an embargo
against sending scrap-iron to
Japan, statinga that some day

this scrap iron would come back
to kill us.
'We tried to interest our government in taking nceton to
stop the Invasion of Ethiopia by
Italy and of China by Japan.
We protested against the rape
of Czechoslovakie and the betrayal at Munich.
NO PEACE ALONE
"We did all these things," he
explained, "because we believed
that we could not have peace
in th United States while war
was ablaze all over the world.
We realized that we could have
no peace in America if we allovaed the destruction of democracy in other countries of the
world.
"But we failed. Because we
failed, we are partially responsible for Pearl Harbor. And
we'll have another Pearl Harbor unless we here decide that
employees rind employers are
going to work together and settle their problems on community, national and international fronts.
WK NEED UNITY
Goldblatt stated that the same
type of cooperation on the home
front between laebor, management and government is necessary to achieve security and
to avoid the chaos and suffering of recurring crises and depressions as is necessary on the
international front between nations for the attainment of permanent peace.
The preamble represents an
attempt on the part of the union
to work for such cooperation and
joint effort, he explained, but
emphasized that just as we will
continue to fight the growth
of fascism in other countries,
we will not lie down to fascist
employers who have as their
only aim, the destruction of
unions.
VOTE OP CONFIDENCE
After Goldblatt's address and
its discussion by the members,
John Rochester moved a standing vote of confidence by the
membership to the officers of
the local and the international
for the job they did in getting
the Petaluma increase through
the War Labor Board and in
keeping the members on the job.
It was carried unanimously.

McKessons Negotiations
Set Precedent for Vacations

16.
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NATIONAL POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE-:-C 10

SAN FRANCISCO — Negotiations with McKessons resulted
in a precedent-setting principle
with the Distributors Association
to the effect that employees who
have worked 150Q . hours for an
establishment are entitled to
one week's vacation irrespective of whether they lave been
on the job from July 1 of the
previous year or not, Business
Agent Joe Dillon reported to the
last membership meeting.
Prior to this settlement the
contract provision was interpre-

Executive
Caucus Set
For July 19
SAN FRANCISCO—The first
meeting of the newly-established
"executive caucus" which succeeds the separate unit serecutive board and stewards' council meetings will be held this
Wednesday (July 19) In the
Santa Maria ball of the CIO
building at 150 Golden Gate
Avenue.
Purpose of holding the joint
meeting, President Richard Lynden explained, is both to further democratize the union by
giving stewards and other interested members a greater opportunity to partake in policyMaking activities and to insure
to members a voice in the important post-war planning now
being undertaken by the union
in connection with the application of the security preamble.
UNDERSTANDING SOUGHT
"As we proceed from this
period into the conversion period which will follow the war,
and as we assume new responsibilities both to assure jobs and
security to our members and
stability and prosperity to the:
entire economy, there will be
far-reaching decisions made by
the union which will affect an
its members," Lynden stated.
"We want to be sure that our
program is the program of the
entire membership and that
whatever decisions we ma ke,
aa.:el
receive the full understanding
and support of the members.
"It is for this reason that we
have decided to extend policymaking not only to the stewards
but also to other interested
membera."
A SELLING JOB
"The proposed preamble to
union contracts which has now
been approved by Local 6 members is the first step in our plan
to achieve post-war security,"
Lyndon indicated. "Our job In
the coming months is to sell its
principles to the entire community. But before we do this, we
must understand oursetres its
significance and the problems of
its application."
Lyndon urged those attending
the first meeting of the executive caucus to come prepared to
discuss the preamble. "If T1404!•resary, write out questions
hand." he suggested.

Port Security Force
Marks Anniversary

ted as meaning that only time
The San Francisco Regiment,
spent between July 1- ,of one Volunteer Port Security Force
year and July 1 of the following of the United States • Coast
year could be counted toward Guard, celebrates its first annithe vacation. .
versary next Sunday (July 1.6)
As a result of this interpre- with an open house and public
tation, employees at McKessons Inspection of its quarters on the
who -had _worked 11500 heriars be- Esabarcadero at Piers 36-8, foot
fore 4he vacation period -last of Howard street.
year but who did not receive a
As part of the celebration, the
vacation because they came on regiment will hold a parade and
the job after July 1, will re- review on the Rmbarcadero at
ceive this year their two weeks 2 p, m., when a stand of navacation plus the one week va- tional and regimental colors
cation tbelf did lint Ulm bast and a bulkhead eahtga artr
year.
preheated te the milt,
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Free Beer, Music
Feature Barbecue

HOT
CARGO

SAN JOSE—Employers and
employees joined in festivities
Saturday (June 24) at the annual barbecue given by the California Packing Company, Plant
No. 51, for its employees here.
Free beer was furnished by
the Fredericksburg Brewery, on
whose grounds the barbecue was
held and music by Local 6 member Nick Sella', who attached
a loud speaker to his car and
played phonograph records.
Over 125 employees attended
the annual affair, which was
held under the trees around a
large barbecue pit.
Three Local 6 members, Tony
Scorsiur, Tony Fanella and
Amelio Galiardo were awarded
service pins for 25 years of service with the company.

by hazel drummoted

.

Does our hearts good to see
the kiddies enjoy themselves—
CHRISTINE MONROE, SYLVIA
MAKER, MADELINE MUNSON
and RUTH MUZIO looked so cute
riding the Merry-Go-Round at
the beach . .. JOHN ROCHESTER just bo.ught a new home in
Santa Rosa and wants to inform
IRA VAIL that he still has
l':nrisdietion North of 4th St."
sr, hasn't Invaded IRA'S ter. . . He will chase blondes
the 'last time he indulged
!n the ancient sport JULES
ANETSKY really "fell" and
gor a badly scratched arm an' a
sweater . a . ARTHUR
't-)rn
G 11 EGG couldn't stand it any
loner so he's back to Korkel
41111111- be close to Rio Nido and

• • •
1-ear the overnite trip that
Tli UR HAUS14:1t, HENRY
('IQUlNI and JA NETSKY took
proved too much for HAUSER
who yielded to the temptation
o4 the mighty abalone and fell
off the diet. And after dropping
about 40 his. tch. tch.) . . .
Don't know what these abaion
have got, hut whatever
it is it's enough to get PETE
11_17t-;1"(i1JIA outs bed at 3 a. in,
...I :41erstand the fishin' won't
be so ft0011 from now on tho'
'O'fliE
,
t` HAROLD CARLSON and
PETER BOVSEN were exrected
to "clean out" the coast on their
. There is another kind
trip
of fi,,h besides abalone tho'
'cause EDDIE REIS tells the
usual tali tales about all the
Wad: bas he caught while on
hi, vacation . . An' JOE HERTot.AS was smart enough to
lbviier back a picture of the fish
caught. ('course we don't know
liCr'" old the picture was) . . .
Th- Republicans may think
they have something in Clare
Luce, but they should see our
BRONSON,
charming LF.ISA
field representative of PCA
The Bronson Luncheon gave
the Auxiliary gals a chance to
really put on the dog and we
still "droll" when wethink of
all that fancy food . . . Speakin'
,pf food, hear ED EACHUS is
Ite the chef and really shines
when it comes to Chili beans
. MARTHA RUSSELL looked
like a blushing bride land we
don't blame her) when she left
for Seattle to join her Navy
husband who's just back after
20 months in the Aleutians . . .
BRIDGES
HARRY
Think
gave us a lot to think about at
the last meeting and we really
realize what kind of a job JOE
LYNcli is tackling . . BOB
ROBERTSON, first TICO prem.
and International Organizational
Director, is due back "home"
(after to these many years) ...
Lotsa guys and gals have signed
up to help on the organizing
job, (you can still sign up) and
we're ready to start pitching on
one of the most important jobs
our local has ever had. We're
doing our share in winning the
war and if we have anything
to say about it (and we intend
to) our rieW preamble and organizing drive, will be our share
In winning the peace . ..
CORRECTION: FRANK
RAINEY has been to the blood
bank 12 times (not 11) and TED
WILLIAMS is also a 12 time
donor , . . After three boys,
'F'LORENCIO "PANCHO" PALAY A decided to break the
monotony and the new addition
Too bad
is Doris Marie . .
MABEL KEESLING can't 'invite
some of the employers out to
her house to sign contracts
'cause after she fixes up a good
feed (a B. A. that can cook—
amazing isn't it) people just
.14utomatica.ily start doin' things
—
or her—like building fences,
plumbing eta. . . MARIE

"SLATS" McCARTHY has been
lolling 'round Grass Valley on
her vacation . .
Gad! didja get a load of the
new "noisy" (to say the least)
jacket JOE DILLON is sportin'?
HOWARD and EDITH MILLHOUSE are happily welcoming
brother and son back from the
So. Pacific . . If you notice
anything new about AL HALUERSEN it's probably just the
"glow" from that mysterious
new flame he's torching . . .
The gang are glad to have WALTER HESSON back after a long
Illness . . .

Captains in the war bond drive at
BOND DRIVERS Coffin
and Redington who helped in
the sale of over $9,000 in bonds among warehouse workers alone
are (left to right): Art Paulson, Bertha Helmoe, Pete Tarrico, Rose
Blackburn, Madeline Munson, and Eileen

Company Fetes Employees
For Record War Production

Southern Rail Local
Elects Negro to Board

Appear in
Uruguayan Senate

Swastikas

MONTEVIDEO (ALN) —The
threat to Uruguayan democracy
by the nationalists here, led by
Dr. Luis Alberto Herrera and
openly friendly to Argentine
fascism, continued to occupy
the attention of labor circles.
Following his return here from
Argentina, where he spoke at the
University of Cordoba, nationalist Senator Eduardo Victor
Haedo unleashed a bitter attack
against the government of President Amezaga in the Senate,
which nationalists in the gallery
greeted with shouts of "Down
with
democracy." After the
speech, Nazi swastikas were discovered on the walls of the Senate.

N E W ORLEANS — (FP) —
The first Negro to serve on the
executive board of a southern
• By L. HARRIS
fled
production
goal
was AFL local was elected here at
EMERYVILLE — Paraffine reached. It was and so the din- the convention of International
ner.
Brotherhood of Firemen & OilCompanies, Incorporated, was
This was the second occasion ers employed on the Louisville
host Friday June 30 at Angelo's that the employees broke all
& Nashville railroad.
previous production records and
Cafe to a company sponsored
The new member is Moses
were wined and dined to cele- Turner, chairman of the Louisi_dinner for 60 employees, and
two representatives of the Navy. brate the results.
ana Association for Progress of
A large majority of employ- Negro Citizens, set up last year
Occasion for the dinner was
record production of ammuni- ees making boxes for the Navy to secure to Louisiana Negroes
tion boxes by the employees. at Paraffine are women; many the voting privilege denied them
Ford Tussing, plant superin- of whom have husbands in the by the white primary system.
tendent had indicated to the armed forces.
Navy guests were M. A.
employees in the Navy Ammunition Box department that he Moore, supervisor of outside inwould give the dinner if a'speci- spectors for the Office of Inspectors of Navy Materials and
R. A. Abraham, supervisor of
District Office Number 7, Inspectors of Navy Materials.
The ILWU was represented
by Louis Gonick, Local 6 busiSTOCKTON—I njuries re- ness agent.
Congratulations
ceived from a 15-foot fall to a were extended at the dinner to
By T. J. FREDERICKS
concrete pavement at the Stock- employees by Ralph Whitby, diwith the Palm Garden ten and
if they get over this one, may
ton docks caused the death on vision superintendent, for their
SAN FRANCISCO—The first
100 per cent record of supplybe the team to score for the
June 23 of Theodore Schmidt, ing the Navy with hundreds of game in the Berkeley Summer
trophy.
a member of the Stockton unit thousands of ammunition boxes
Softball League went to the
of Local 6.
without one rejection.
Oakland Warehousemen TuesSchmidt suffered a fractured
day (June 27) with the Wareskull from the fall and died 36
housemen defeating the Lanam
hours later at the hospital.
Funeral services were held
Radio ten 25-0.
June 26. Thirty-two members
Rill Miller, Warehouseman
of the warehouse and longshore
SAN FRANCISCO — Family pitcher, allowed only three scatunions. ILWU, served as honnight for all political action tered hits besides getting three
orary pallbearers.
committee members and active conscutive doubles,
SAN FRANCISCO — Another
Schmidt. who was 36 years neighborhood
workers, their
Aiding Miller in the slugging win for the Bugs in the July 3
old, joined the union in 1938;
wives and husbands, will be department were Armstrong, Summer League Bowling game
then Local 27 of the ILWU. He held this Monday, July 24, at
Coelho, Gerner, Bledsoe, Major kept the lead for the Bugs with
helped
organize
the
Roma 8:00 in the Santa Maria ball and
Jackson, the latter two mak- a two-game lead over the SleepWineries and the Lathrop Hold- at 150
Golden Gate avenue.
ing homers. Bledsoe had a per- iers, who are holding second
ing and Reconsignment ComPAC President Richard Lyn- fect night at bat with four for place with 26 wins.
pany. He was also dispatcher
Scores for the rest of the
den
and Secretary Dave Hedley four.
for the Stockton unit for six
teams are Bearcats and Lions
address
on
the
will
the
group
Joe
Coelho
turned in the play
months and represented the
tied in third place with 23 wins
warehousemen in the San Joa- perspectives of the November of the game by making a great each; Wolves, 21; Outcasts,
quin County Industrial Union elections and what winning runnng catch, then doubling a 18; Magpies, 17, and Cobras, 12.
them will mean in the way of runner off first with a quick
Council (CIO).,
High men in the July 3 game
security and prosperity for all. throw to Tognolinl.
In February, 1944, he transwere: L. Ponti of the Wolves
Following the speeches, the
The Warehousemen will get with 628 pins; J. Bellan, Sleepferred to the Longshoremen's !meeting will be turned
over to the acid test in their
next game ers, 498; F. Mazza, Lions, 498;
Union, under whose jurisdiction
the union and neighborhood
he was working when he was
C. Clark, Magpies, 480; 0. Scoworkers in the audience for an
field, Bearcats, 511; G. Wilkilled.
BOX SCORE
open discussion of the problems,
liams, Bugs, 470; R. Dinsmore,
He is survived by his wife and obstacles and successes which
Warehousemen
Cobras, 420, and I. Terraria,
AB
9-year-old daughter,
R
H
they have encountered.
Major. LP
5 3 s Outcasts, 463.
Cox, 311
4 1 1
In the June .26 game the
Jackson, RF'
4 2
Tognolini, 1B ..... .........
3 2 0 Sleepers rolled
the highest
Armstrong, SS
.........
4 2. 2
J. Coehlo, CI'
.......
5 2 4 series for the evening with
Gerner, 2B
3 3 2 2378 pins, their high man be.
Executive Caucus
B
Pac
iadso
hece
:
o c
2
4 1 1 trig W. DelCharie with 514 pins.
(Combined Ste-w---..... 4 4 4
Miller, P
ards and Steward4 3 3 The Magpies rolled a close seeFriedricks, RF
0 1 0 and with 2369 pins, H. Mein.
ess Council and
TOTALS
Unit Executive
40 —2428 tryre being high man with 501,
and C. Clark next with 500. P.
Board) .
July 19
150 Golden Gate Ave..-..8 p. m.
Loam Radio
Tarrico of the Wolves rolled a
AB R H
Dudley, SF
2 0 1 637 series during the evening
General Executive
English, 2B
3 0 0 with two "200" games, a 212
Bo4rd ......
26
519 Mission Street........8 p. m.
Lanam, 3B ..........
......3 0 0
Robb, SS
3 0 2 and a 238.
Shoemaker,
0 0
Other high men were M.
Grievance CommitButts, P
3 0 0 Hawkins,
533 for the Bugs; R.
July 18..,....519 Mission Street
Slone, LF
tee
3 0
.8 p. m
Genson, c
...... 2 0 0 Dinsmore, 520 for the Cobras,
519 Mission Street
July, 25
8 p. m.
Falk, RP
..........
20 0 with a 209 game;'M. Fezie, 497
Kent, CF
2 0 0
for the Bearcats, with a 204
Investigating Cunt.
•
TOTALS
26 0 3 game; J. Torrano, 518 for the
18......519 Mission Street-8 p. in.
znittee
Score by innings:
Outcasts, and H. Haase, 454 for
sJuly 25_519 Mission Street_
8 p. in.
Lemon Radio . .
000 000 0
Warehousementhe
Lions.
.063 267 x
Board of Trustees ....liar 26----519 Mission Street----2 p. in.

SPORTS

Fall Is Fatal to
Theodore Schmidt

Warehouse Softballers Slug
Homers; Rout Lanam Radio

Bugs Keep
Lead With
28 Wins

PAC Plans Family
Campaign Night

San Francisco Meeting Schedule

.1.

General Mamba.ship Meeting

Ai

Oakland Warehousemen's Softball Schedule
2.....-etvim Auditorium —8 p. m.

Tuesday, July 18, 8 p.m...........Auxiliary Police,
San Pablo
Tuesday, July 25, 8 pin.
Aladdin Heating
Grove
Tuesday, Aug. 1, 8 p.m
Fire Department..James kenney,
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HEY,SHE HASN'T RECASTEg.p.,YET1

GOP Speakers Knocked the Stuffing
Out of Truth at Chicago Convention
From the CIO Political
Action Committee

equipment."
again—remember?
No more vicious or fatuous
Mrs. Luce: 'Do we here . .
CHICAGO—The chief speak- tralf-truth could have been ut- dare ask if GI Jim's heroic death
ers at the Republican National tered. The states did not pro- in battle was historically inConvention here—from Presi- duce these weapons. It was the evitable? If this war might not
dential nominee Governor Dewey workers —Democrats, Republi- have been averted
Might
on down—left some glaring cans and Independents—but all not have skillful and determined
loophopes In their reports to workers. The idea that Repub- American statesmanship have
licans were responsible for this helped to unmake it all through
the American people.
Their addresses were full of miracle of production shows that the Thirties?"
the usual bate-Roosevelt talk, the GOP has cast aside "unity"
Again, the answer is that Rebut in their damning they "mis- and sought to capitalize on la- publican statesmanship ruined
laid" some important facts. Here bor's efforts for its political chances for a lasting peace in
are some of the passages and benefit. Because war plants are 1910 and created conditions in
located in states where A Rethe missing facts:
which the Second World War
publican has been elected does
was spawned. Mrs. Luce's words
Dewey: "That I have not not
mean Republicans have built
"might not have skillful and desought this responsibility all of
the tools of war.
,
termined American statesmanyou know. I told the people of
Hoovers "By whatever fail- ship have helped to unmake
our state two years ago that it
it
w4s ray intention to devote my ures of statesmanship the world all through the Thirties?"
was
brought
to
this
ghastly See- sounds like the furious querjes
full time as governor exclusively
of another u 1 t r a-American—
to their service."
Mrs. Elizabeth Dilling—on trial
Dewey never intended to comfor sedition in Washington. This
plete his term. Many of his
Is the technique of our "pagubernatorial acts were taken
triots" who desire a negotiated
to draw delegates' votes. His
peace now, so an American type
knifing of the anti-discriminas
of fascism will rule America.
tion legislation Jo New Yffs.k.
Instead of saying "full speed
State was done to draw Republiahead to total victory," their
can delegates from the South.
cry is "couldn't it have been
His "soldiers-can't-vote law"—
prevented?"
one of the worst in the country
Mrs. Luce: "Among free men
—was engineered to kill off the
a political choice Is inescapable.
flood of anti-Dewey ballots from
Even those who refuse to choose
our fighting servicemen and
and stay home from the polls
women.
make a choice."
Dewey: "They (Washington
Why not a plea for full demoofficials) have played up minor
cratic participation? Why stress
differences of opinion among our
freedom to stay away from the
people until the people of other
polls? The answer is that more
countries might have thought
d'
people voting means more votes
America cleft in two."
CLARE LUCE
for the People's President—
The groups whickhave stirred
Sounds Like Mrs. Dining
President Roosevelt.
disunity and class hatred are
Remember the passage in one
the Republican members of (ton- ond World War, the realistic
of the publications of Republigress and the Republican-con- fact is that we are in K."
can Frank Gannett's Committee
trolled press. The efforts of ReHoover blithely skips over
for Constitutional Government
publicans to destroy price con- whose statesmanshi
p was rethat a militant, vigilant, Five
trol—which would bring ruinous sponsible for
this war. He forPer Cent of the electorate can
Inflation—has fanned the emo- gets
that the statesmen of the
win an election?
tions of the American people to Republican
s
party set the stage
a fever pitch. Anti-labor stories when
they doomed the League
In the press, uniformly based on of
Nations and set the United
prejudice and not facts, has set States
on an isolationist tack.
America's soldiers against the He forgets
the promise of Warworking men and women who ren Harding—be
fore his elechave sacrificed and toiled to tion—that
he was for a society
SAN FRANCISCO — Children
produce their weapons.
or organization of nations to as- of longshoremen and wareWarren: "To win the war in sure peace, and what happened housemen signed
up for fun in
the air, those Republican states to that promise after Harding the outdoors
this week, along
(those with Republican gover- won the election. He forgets with other CIO
boys and girls
nors) have been called upon to how Harding, the Republican, as enrollment
began in two San
produce more than 81 per cent rejected his promise 40 the Mateo summer
camps jointly
of all our airplanes. To win the American people and joined Re- sponsored by
the northern Caliwar at sea these states have publican Senators Johnson and fornia CIO War
Relief Commitbeen called upon to produce Lodge in ruining the peace tee and the
YMCA.
more than, 76 per cent of all our Woodrow Wilson had brought
Head counsellor of the boys'
ships .. 87 per cent of all our home from Europe.
Jones Gulch Camp is Local 10's
ordnance ... and more than 88
Hoover: "They (the sofdiers) George Walsh. The Girls' Camp
per cent of all other fighting
want security and self-respect of Wasiata will be directed by CIO
a job. They want to be free to women leaders. The war and
choose their own jobs and not racial questions will be discussed
offered to them by a bureau- at the camp sessions.
Two camping seasons will be
crat."
Let's first make sure there held, from July 28 to August
will be jobs for all. Not for the 11 and from August 11 to
30,000,000 workers Hoover August 25. Rates quoted at
called for in his address. Not $2.00 per day maximum will be
for A high level of employment lowered according to income,
which the Republican platform and if two" or more children
calls for, but Full and Total Em- from the same family attend.
ployment. If the monied inter- Local 10 has contributed $100
ests of the Republican party for the project.
prevail, those interests which
have repeatedly worked for an
Sign in a New York restaueconomy of scarcity prevail, then rant window: "Woman Dishworkers and soldiers alike will washer Wanted. Will Marry it
be out of jobs and selling apples Necessary."

CIO, YMCA Join
In Camp Project

The Man Behind Dewey
From the CIO Political
Action Committee

Statistics show that in 1932,
when President Roosevelt asCHICAGO—The,, cold words sumed office, the total nation
of former President Herbert income was 40 billion. In 1939,
Hoover, floating through the after seven years of the New
hot air of the Chicago Stadium Deal, it was 70.8 billions. In
at the Republican National Con- 1933, there were about 37 milvention, recalled to veteran po- lion workers privately employed
litical observers other Hoover in industry and agriculture. In
statements made in times of 1939 this employment had
American crises.
risen to 46 million. These are
As Hoover spoke in a falter- the facts which ,refute the words
ing tone of "freedom," old-time of Hoover.
politicos thought back to the
In the same 1940 speech
Depression President who talked Hoover demanded the retention
of "cooperation with business of high protective tariffs—an
institutions" while
people integral part of the isolationist
starved. They remembered, then spirit which still pervades the
sighed:
Republican party. He said:
"And this is the man who
"And after the war, then
backs Dewey."
what? Our foreign trade will
HOW HE MET CRISIS
meet an impoverished Europe
Here are some of the state- reduced in its standards of hivments Hoover, staunch Dewey ing and above all armed with
supporter, delivered in crises totalitarian-directed exports and
when America needed leader- Imports.
All that points to
ship and vision.
three ends. American workers
December 7, 1931, in his an- and farmers will need
more
nual message to Congress:
protection than ever from iminstance,
"For
nothing can ports. We shall be compelled
be gained in recovery of em- to mobilize counter-action an
ployment by detouring capital exports. We shall need
to deaway from industry and corn- velop self-sufficiency in our Own
mores into the treasury of the industrial production,
Under
United States either by taxes or these impacts the Hull treaties
loans, on the assuinption that wilt go to the haven of forgotthe government can create ten issues."
more employment by the use of
And, finally in the same 144.
these funds than can industry address, Hoover, when Hitler's
and commerce itself."
hordes were murdering the peo"We have one proposal after ples of Europe, asked
for as
another which amounts to a end to provocative speech
by
dole from the Federal Treasury. our officials. His exact words
The largest is that of unem- Were:
ployment insurance."
"Irresponsible talk in espies
HE LOVED LABOR
sire times may bring great danMarch 7, 1931, on Hoover's ger. And we need remember
veto of Senator Robert Wag- that the day will come when
ner's bill to establish a Unit- we might be of service to hued • States Employment Service, manity in dealing with these
the New York Times wrote:
game men for peace."
"President Hoover said he
In short, Hoover's advice wad
had studied the bill, providing not to talk too harshly because
for a national system of Federal some day we might have to parand State aid employment agen- ley with Hitler and his
Fascist
cies 'in an effort to find a meth- hirelings around a peace table.
od to make it of use in the
present employment situation.'
The study convinced him that
It would do more harm than
good and 'that if I would prevent a serious blow to labor
during this crisis, I should not
atiprove this bill'.'"
Addressing the Republican
National Convention in 1940,
Hoover, referring to the New
Deal, said:
"Rattling against all the
natural forces of recovery they
have succeeded in stabilizing
depression."
Evidently, Hoover's desire for
freedom doesn't include truth.

Hollywood Unions Create War and Post-war Council to Fight Hearst-Backed Fascists
HOLLYWOOD (FP) — An
emergency conference of Hollywood AFL unions and independent guilds created June 28 a
joint war and post-war council
to solve their common problems
and to protect the movie industry and its workers from antilabor and native fascist attacks.
Called in the face of threats
to Hollywood's unity behind the
War effort and to the movie
unions from the new Hearsthacked Motion Picture Alliance

for the Preservation of American Ideals, the huge mass meeting was attended by .9Ct0 delegates from 17 guilds and unions.
They voted unanimously to
join forces and to invite liokywood's 25 other unions to Join
with them to combat anti-labor
and divisionist activities, to increase the war effectiveness of
motion pletures and their workers, and to plan with produeers
for postwar reabsorption of
Hollywood workers now in the

armed forces.
and dominated by Communists, majority of movie workers, and
Preceding the meeting, an radicals and crackpots," was to show why it should not be
emergency committee of the 17 asked to explain why in all its regarded as anti-labor in 11431V
leaders' past record of
unions publicly invited the Mo- patriotic protestations it devotes of its
union busting activitr
tion Picture Alliance to send so little attention to the menace
No officer of the MPA aprepresentatives to the meeting of fascism or to the need of na- peared at the unionists' mass
to state its aims and answer tional unity and cooperation meeting to answer these quesnine questions published in the with the other Allies for victory tions. Keynote union speakers
trade press. The MPA, which in the war and a lasting peace. pointed out to the delegates parwas launched with much pubIt was also invited to show allels between recent speeches
licity by Hearst, Metro-Goldwyn- proof for its accusation of Com- of MPA leaders ahd those
01...
Mayer and Paramount to eor- munist influence. Is Hollywood America Firsters, lInndists anF
rect. "the widespread impression studios, to give the figures be- spokesmen of other (Wm-edited
that. the inclulitry Is made up of Wad kg slain to rapreaent the movements.
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SF CIO Sets Up
GI Department

Mass Health Tests on S. F. Waterfront Is Attack
On Enemies of Full Scale War Production
SAN FRANCISCO—Full scale
attack on an enemy of full production began in the longshore
hiring hall here July 6 when
mass blood-testing and X-raying
was begun by the Northern California Union Health Committee.
Fifteen per cent of those tested the first three days were discovered to have either tuberculosis or syphilis.
The tests will go on for another two months and it is expected that more than 20,000
waterfront workers will be examined for tuberculosis and venereal disease.
George E. May, recording secretary of Local 10, is co-chairman of the Northern California
Union Health Committee and is
In charge of transportation and
schedule arrangements for the
participating unions.
TESTS ARE FREE
The tests are free and the results are confidential.
Longshoremen, seamen, ships
elerks, ship scalers and marine
cooks and steward are being
tested at the rate of 20. every
20 minutes Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to noon and
1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
The tests take about 15 minutes per man. In the event an
examination indicates infection,
the man is notified by Mail within 30 days. Treatment followup may be obtained free through
the health department or upon
an ability-to-pay basis.
The Army is cooperating in
the plan to the extent of furnishing six technicians to make the
blood tests and others for laboratory work. X-ray films, taken
under the supervision of E. Ekstrainer, technician in charge of
the San Francisco Tuberculosis
Associations' 35-millimeter fluoroscopic machine, are rushed to
Dr. Robert Newell, X-ray chief
of Stanford University, for reading.
(HECK HEART ACTION
The San Francisco Heart Association will also cheek the
plates for heart conditions.
The examinations are sponsored by the San Francisco Department of Public Health, in
cooperation with the waterfront
unions, the Northern California
Union Health Committee, the
Industrial Medical Section of
,he Port-Surgeon's Office, the

Local 19 Elects
Clark, Daffron
SEATTLE—George Clark, unopposed, was elected president
of Local 19 in the annual election held June 28, 29 and 30.
Fred McDonald, also unopposed,
was named vice president, and
j. H. Daffron was reelected secretary.
John Maletta was nosed out
for business agent by Stanley
Frye. Three dispatchers elected
were Tom Richardson, Art Olsen
and Ed Kirkeby.
Other election results were:
Labor Relation, Committee —Bill
Craft, Fred Richardson, Burt Nelson.
Trustees— Chris Martin, Kenneth
Simmons, A. Theodore.
Sergeant-at-Arms— Hugh Randall.
Janitors — Cr",. Brewer, Nein A.
Peterson
Executive Boa,rd—Torn Richardson,
B. T. Slaten, R. Hicks, W. (Bill)
Clark, Jonney Barnes, E. Malquist,
I. J. Lehner, Ralph Johnson, Martin
A. Burke, Mike DuBrille, Gordon
Fox. W. Motel°, A. Jenkins, Elmer
H. Nelson, Nick Perim.
Delegates to Langshore Cancue—
Geo. Clark, Bill Craft, Torn Richardson, Harold Brown, 3. Maletta, L. F.
Taggart. G. E. Elwell, Percy Green,
Tom Carslay, Gordon Fox, Chris
Martin, Al Brown.

ILWU and Transport
Warimrs Team Up
NEW 01.LENS, La.—ILWIJ
Local 207 and Transport Workers Local 206 will work jointly
In Political Action.
Instruction classes have been
initiated and a general commu“I.ity program, covering all seeLions of the population, is
planned.

SAN FRANCISCO—Plans for
a new CIO servicemen's and
women's center moved ahead
this week as the CIO committee
expanded an original canteen
Idea to include a department to
help solve the problem of integrating veterans with civilian
At the same time the CIO
committee in charge became one
of the first in the country' to
set up a complete department
for coordinating all the servicemen and veteran activities of
the unions.
_ The new center will include a
lounge, music rooms, library and
A branch of
other facilities.
it will function throughout
northern California providing
educational and recreational facilities in camps, hospitals and
USO centers as the ServiceMen's and Veterans' Division. A
feature of the center will be the
admission of "dates" with the
servicemen and women.

WLB Grants Bonus
With Incentive Pay

Business Agent Charles Hoffman of Local 10 is the first guinea
pig as mass tests for tuberculosis and syphilis begin in the Local
10 hiring hall. Hoffman is at the left. Making the test is Dr. Richard Koch, chief of the venereal section of the San Francisco Department of Health. Checking data in the center is Marianna Packard,
executive secretary of the Northern California Union Health Committee.

Health for Victory
San Francisco Port of Embarkation, the California Social Hygiene Association and the San
Francisco Tuberculosis Association and the San Francisco
Heart Association.

• The Northern California
Union Health Committee was
set up in January at an interunion Bay Area health conference, with delegates from the
waterfront unions concurring in

a series of resolutions, one of
which called for the initiation of
such mass case-finding surveys
by unions. This labor-sponsored
survey iis the largest, and first
action of this kind in the nation.

The People Who Couldn't Afford If .
The old sailor scratched a

match on his wooden leg,
touched it to his pipe and
puffed slowly while the children waited.
"Making money," he said,
"used to be the most important
thing in the world, before anything else."
"Did everybody make
money?" asked one little boy.
"No, not everybody," said
the old sailor. "But they all
tried. My gracious how they
tried!"
"And what did they want
with the money?" asked a little girl.
"Want with it?" said the old
sailor. "They wanted it to
buy things with. So they could
eat, rent houses, buy clothes,
go to the movies, do what they
wanted."
"Wasn't there enough to eat
for everybody?" asked a little
boy.
"My goodness, yea," said the
• old sailor. "The vegetables
fairly jumped out of the
ground. There was more food
than anybody knew what to do
with and the farmers sometimes had to dump their crops
because they couldn't sell
them,"
"Then why didn't the people eat the food?" asked another little boy.
"They couldn't afford it,"
said the old sailor. "They
didn't have enough money."
"Weren't there enough
houses for people to live in?"
asked a little girl.
"Well. now, I guess there
were. Some of 'em weren't so
good, but they could have fixed
them up or built new ones easy
Only they couldn't
enough.
afford it."
. "Why couldn't they afford
It? What does that mean?"
asked a little boy.
"Well, those who were working didn't get paid enough
wages to buy what they wanted. And those who weren't
working didn't get, any wages
at all."
"Wasn't thore enough things

•

•

•

•

WASHINGTON (FP)--Under
a principle approved by the War
Labor Board, inquisities developing in a plant from adopttion of an incentive pay plan
may be corrected by payment of
a bonus to workers not covered
by the incentive provisions.
Workers in three plants of
the Doehler Die Casting Company at Toledo, Batavia, N. Y.,
and Pottstown, Pa., represented
by the Mine, Mill &L, Sthelter
Workers, CIO, will get a 5 per
cent bonus to cover inequities
between their earnings and
those of incentive workers.
About half of the 8,000 workers
are not under the incentive
plan.

By MIKE QUIN

them?" asked a little boy.
"Certainly not," said the old
sailer. "We couldn't afford
anything. But we decided to
do it just the same. Overnight
our factories began belching
tanks and guns and planes. The
men went into the Army and
we stuffed them up with food
till their muscles bulged• And
we all turned to on the job and
licked the pants off them."
"But how did we pay for all
this if we couldn't afford anything?" asked a little girl.
"It was easy," said the old
sailor. "We just borrowed it
from ourselves and gave ourselves an I.O.U. The national
debt got so big the dollar sign
was in New York, the numbers
ran all the way across the country, and the decimal point was
in San Francisco. The Republicans decided we was
.
bankrupt."
"Were we?" asked a little
boy.
"I suppose we was," said the
old sailor. "But the people
decided we had the best farming lands in the world, all the
resources anybody needed, the
biggest army of skilled labor
there ever was, the finest factories on earth—Gee Whiz,
they, said. We ain't bankrupt.
We're rich."
"But what did they do with
the national debt?" asked a
little girl.
"You mean the money we
owed ourselves," said the old
It would be wasteful extrava- turers said buy our goods and
sailor. "Well, as a debt you
we'll make more jobs, and the
gance."
couldn't do much with it, so
and
us
jobs
give
"Why couldn't they afford people said
we just used it as capital to
Wasn't there enough we'll buy your goods, and they
It?
pay ourselves off, and spent it
went round and round, getting
money?" asked a little girl.
building the prettiest and hapa
wonderhad
We
r
of
nowhere.
plenty
was
"Oh, there
piest country the world has
money, all right," said the old ful country, but nobody could
ever
seen."
sailor, "but it didn't circulate. afford It. The people was get"How were we ever able to
It got into the banks and ting grouchier and more selfish
afford it?" asked a little boy.
stayed there. The stores and every day.
"Well, when you come right
'"Then a mean little man
factories couldn't sell a n y
down to it," said the old sailor,
goods because the people didn't called Hitler, and a behch of
have any money. And the peo- milliotiaires in Japan looked "we couldn't. It's all wasteful
extravagance, but we got in
ple didn't have any money be- over here, and figured we were
the habit of cooperating during
Mille jobs were scarce and such fools we couldn't even
the war and couldn't quite
atford to defend ourselves, and
wages were low."
break it. Besides, we wanted
."Why didn't they pay high- now was a good time to move
you kids to have a decent world
er wages," asked a little boy. In on us and take things over."
to grow up in."
."(lottldn't we afford to stop
"Then the people eould have

bought more goods and that
would have made more jobs."
a job?" asked a little girl.
"Well, the' manufacturers
"My gracious sakes," said
the old.. sailor. "Everything and others figured that the less
needed doing. There was roads wages they had to pay the
to repair and dams to build, More money they would make,
people needed haircuts and And as I told you, making
tew clothes, they could have money was the most important
used more schools and hos- thing in the world at that time
pitals, a lot of broken down —more important. than even
things needed fixin' up and a having some fun,"
"I guess the people didn't
lot of things needed building..
have much fun," said a little
There was plenty to do."
"Then why didn't they do girl, sadly.
"No, you ean't have much
It?" asked a little boy.
"They couldn't afford it," fun when you're always thinksaid the old sailor. "Besides, ing about making money," said
some of the rich people thought the old sailor. "The manufacto do so everybody could have
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POLITICAL ACTION PLAGUES TORIES
Real grass roots awakening of labor and
progressives is arousing respect and fear
—but momentum must grow to do the big
Victory job before November 7.
By TRAVIS K. REDRJOK
Federated Press
Totally without bombast or
fanfare, American workers are
upsetting the shrewd calculations of the foremost sharpsters and tories in both the
Democratic and Republican parties. They are doing it with
unity and dispatch, with a zeal
that amazes experienced politicians everywhere.
On the eve of the national
political conventions the whole
tory camp was vastly troubled
and greatly disturbed. Even the
well-publicized whistling in the
dark of the reactionaries about
a sinister "grass roots" movement in Dixie which they predict will defy tradition and upset the expected designation of
Franklin D. Roosevelt as President by the electoral college
isn't convincing.
THE EVIL OLD MAN
The sheet has been taken off
the ghostly figure of the "grass
roots" phony and revealed the
comfortably covered and collective forms of the well-heeled
Roosevelt haters. Well exposed
now, this assortment of Democrats and Republicans includes
both personages and political
pimps.
There is a cabinet member,
Banker Jesse H. Jones. Next
an ultra-conservative Republican
publisher who sometimes poses
AS a farmer, Frank E. Gannett.
Over here are representatives of
ex-Vice President John Nance
Garner, the "evil old. man" who
hasn't given up his pet hate;
and next revealed are tools of
the Pew family, slick and rich
from oil and ships. A little to
the side, but still , 'I defined,
are Senator W. Lee O'Daniel,
the biscuit crooner of Texas,
and Sen. Harry Flood Byrd,
wealthiest apple-grower in Virginia. Crowding in back are
Vance Muse of the fascist-minded Christian American Association and other equally bad characters who love to shine in the
reflected glory of the rich relectionaries.
AFL IS ACTIVE
These people, who now are
suggesting a Republican President with a Democratic Vice
President as a unity slate to save
the right wing of conservatism,
are the pillars of hope in the
temples of those they represent.
Against them and all their
millions, with their control of
the press and the radio, there

Is a real grass roots movement
that gains momentum each day
and has already chalked up victories in Alabama, Florida,
Ohio, California and Texas, and
has roused both respect and
fear.
Teaming up for the renomination and reelection of President Roosevelt are more than
a dozen state federations of labor and half that number of international unions of the AFL.
A number of other AFL international unions danced around
the question of outright indorsement as a matter of high
policy, but went ahead and
adopted resolutions in his favor
that left no doubt where they
stand and how they'll vote.
A PEOPLE'S MOVEMENT
Then there Is the new and
growing Political Action Committee of the CIO. It voted in
Washington on June 17 to form
a new national organization
open to all comers—AFL, CIO,
Independents, liberals, Republicans and Democrats, Socialists,
progressives and the unorganized middle class.
Here is a new kind of political activity, outside the regular
parties and still not a third
party. Here is a true people's
movement. The new organization will set a goal of $3 million to be raised by voluntary
contributions from all Americans eager to give a dollar to
help insure the nation against
a return to Hooverism. It is
bound to be a decisive force in
the November 7 election.
Because some of the more enlightened tortes Bee what this
picture really means in political
terms, fear is rising in their
hearts. It is simply fright that
makes the enemies of united
political action by labor resort
to the threadbare tactic of
smearing. It is fear, too, that
brings out such statements as
the one made by Senator Ralph
Owen Brewster (R, Me.), who
charged that political action by
labor was "introducing ideas of
political discipline not customary in American political parties."
LABOR UNITING
What the junior senator from
Maine meant is that labor's vote
cannot be controlled by politicians, that labor is fast maturing politically and that labor
is looking to the records of the
candidates, on foreign and domestic policies, and is insisting

that the records be good and
the candidates carry out all of
their pledges, all of the way.
Political discipline is something American politics bas
lacked for these many years—
grass root' political discipline.
There was plenty of discipline
In the old courthouse gang,
among the ward heelers and
precinct touts of the reactionary
machines plenty that did the
country's larger interest no
good.
Today, where labor is uniting
to get into the political field in
an organized, intelligent manner, the old courthouse gang
and its tactics of another era
are doomed. That is not true
everywhere, but in communities where labor is working together, bringing in the unorganized liberals and progressives and cooperating with the
regular party people who want
a people's victory in November,

In the ballot box on November
7 will be the answers—full employment or breadlines!
there is no room for the old
kind of machine politics.
BREAD-AND-BUTTER
In labor's political action
this summer and fall, it is
simply applying what it knows
about organization and organizing to the field of practical
politics. It is organizing registration drfives, it will get out the
vote in a manner the old machine chiefs never thought possible. Labor can do this because labor has volunteers
whose services cannot be bought.
Slush funds can't match a local
union's legislative committee
when it gets down to ringing
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Workers 5&y'Hello Joe'
'-'1•14 In L. A. Rally
LOS ANGELES (FP) -- On
the beaches of Normandy and
Italy and New Guinea the night
of June 30, American fighting
men heard a great shout—
"Hello, Joe"—the shout of tens
of thousands of shipyard workers, aircraft workers and citizens standing at rigid attention
In Los Angeles Stadium in a
huge rally for "Dear Joe."
Fog hung over the great
stadium, the American flag unfurled in flashing searchlights
, and 25,000 matches lit, flickered and went out as California
Fear of the people takes a front workers told GI Joe that be
seat in congress as labor's new- "shall not mant for any single
found political yoke begins to thing, be it large or small"-planes, ships, bullets,
drown out the tories' hate-FDR tanks,
plasma or whatever it takes—
chorus.
for victory. The rally, originally
doorbells, seeing the neighbors proposed by AFL and CIO
unions to the mayor of Los Anand talking to the folks.
Labor is educating the vot- geles, brought out the entire laers. This educational drive has bor movement of southern Calichanged the entire liberal pic- fornia, including topflight
ture. A year ago defeatism was movie stars, in the most Imrampant among the pro-New pressive demonstration yetNIPOtt'-'f
Deal forces. Many of the lib- to back the invasion.
.
eral groups thought the situa- TELL HOW ITS DONE
tion was hopeless and retreat
In all four corners of the
seemed the way out. But as world GI Joe, listening in on
labor moved faster and further the shortwave radio, could hear
Into the political field, the whole a shipyard worker tell how he
tone changed. That was be- and his pals are building ships,
cause labor based its effort on an aircraft worker tell how he
Its genuine confidence in the and his gang are making the
people, in the organized und un- P-38 and the Flying Fortress
organized masses of Americans. and the new Black Widow, and
Negro and white workers from
NO EASY RESTING
There will be no easy resting other plants explain how they
on the record, however good are buying bonds and giving
that is up to date. The regis- blood for victory.
He heard Secretary Philip M.
tration drive will continue as if
one vote could decide the issue Connelly of the Los Angeles
Nov. 7. And there is a re- CIO Council say that only sixmarkable tendency to transfer tenths of 1 per cent of time lost
responsibility t o individuals. in war work has been due to
That is a democratic broadening stoppages.
"We're united here. Don't
of the base. It involves more
people, gets more action, means let anybody tell you anything
different, Joe. This is one namore votes.
There are four months attead tion, indivisible," the CIO leadfor labor and the liberals and er said. Businessmen, churchmen, civic leaders, famous
progressives in this fight. Hard
movie actors and actresses and
work, contributions of $1 each
from hundreds of thousands, wounded veterans stepped to
millions, will be the goal. That the mike one after the other to
le because there is a real lack say a word to Joe.
of big rich donors in the Roose- PLEDGE PRODUCTION
velt camp. Two parachutists descended
Success is in view if the present rtride is increased. Given Into the great arena at the climax of the rally as a parade of
that, the victory will have been
or. because labor opened its jeeps, each bearing a hero of
ranks for political action—in- a war plant and a hero of the
battlefield, dramatized the rife
vitee all Americans to come in
common
and learn, to see the issues, and together toward a
also starred in
find that it is not acting on the dom. Workers
a five-man, five-woman welding
basis of personalities alone.
Basically, the question boils contest which pierced the fog
electric arcs. Then, at a
dewn to: Will *here he jobs for with
given signal, the whole audiall after the war or breadlines?
this solemn
Workers can't be neutral about ence rose to repeat
pledge, which is being forwardthe pcace.
ed to General Dwight D. Eisenhower to be used in propaganda
bombs by Allied airmen over
Germany and mailed in miniature by each person present to
his own GI:
"You shall not want for any
man market "is a sausage made
single thing, be it large or small,
of blood and potatoes, carrying cheap or dear, rare or common,
a blue stamp warning that it that we at home can make for
must be eaten within 24 hours you—whether it be a tank or a
or spoil. In the facteries, work- bullet, a ship or a lifebelt, a
ers steal axle grease and others plane or a parachute, a packet
oils for frying and eating pur- of plasma or a sulfa drug.
poses at home. Factory man- Rather when you need one
agers, as a countermeasure, or- there shall be two at your hand.
der poison mixed with all lu- To you, who are the pride of our
bricants, causing numerous nation, we make this promise.
deaths.
So help us God. Amen."
Almost all bread now sold in
As the rally ended the newthe Hitler Reich, according to est member of the American
the Free German unionists, is Newspapw Guild (CIO). Walter Winchell, flashed a message
mixed with potato and turnip
asking that such Back the inflour, with a sprinkling of an
vasion rallies be Meld in every
ersatz flour made of wood, 'city to assure the fighting men
which is said to have caused that America is with them on
the death of many consumers. the homefront.
Quoting a "Diary of a German
Woman" published in the Swiss
Chicago Tribune Kills
newspaper St. Geller Tagenblatt,
the Free German statement deWar Job Want Ads
clared that "the German houseCHICAGO (FP)—Chicago
wife is forced to devote most
Tribune's contribution to a
of her time to the hunt for
patriotic July 4 was to kill
food. Often stocks are Ixhaustall war job help wanted ads
ed before one reaches the end
in order to conserve paper.
of the line. There is no gas for
Neither the editorial pow'
cooking saceogt for a taw bears
nor the comics were touched.
a day.

Strikes and Riots Swept
Germany on Invasion Eve

Three down—end more to go.

MEXICO CITY—(ALN) — A
series of strikes and protests
broke out in Germany on the
eve of the Allied' invasion of
France, the trade union division
of the Latin American Free
Committee reported
German
here.
The refugee German trade
union leaders stated that 30,000
German workers struck the
Schwarzkopf factories in Wildau, a Berlin suburb. The strike
lasted for ten days and spread
to other unnamed industries.
Seven workers were shot for
their part in the protest, during
which organized peace demonstrations were r eportedly
staged.
(The Associated Press reported from London July 3 that, according to an unconfirmed report from Zurich, Switzerland,
strikes and riots were occurring in Munich and a "state of
siege" had been proclaimed by
the Nazis.)
From information it has received, the trade union division
stated, a food crisis is rapidly
approaching in Germany. The
maim meat produce ea the OW.
-
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tn The March
Stewards on Job Are Key
To Functioning of Union
By J. R. Robertson
Remember the old saying, Hill of Alabama. Brother Lew"The Steward on the job is the is also expressed his satisfacbackbone of the union?" It's tion with the editorial policy
s true today as it ever was of the Dispatcher and his only
so let's check up on what the criticism was that he thought
Stewards are doing.
all the editorials ought to be
I attended Local 208's Stew- on the first page so that they
ards' Council meeting in CM- would get the immediate atc,i zo recently and noted with tention of every ILWU memgreat interest ber.
the serious
The political content of both
manner in the Distributor and The Diswhich this patcher was discussed by the
group handled Stewards' Council and several
a wide variety suggestions were made on how
o f problems, to get every member to read
from settling the papers from cover to cover:
individual and (a) by reading it themselves
shop grievanc- and then pointing out an arties, to how the cle of particular interest to
Stewards were their own membership; (b) by
extending our commenting on the editorials
union pro- and mentioning the source of
gram from the their knowledge in informal
itetai..son
u the home and Into ,the discussions with their fellow
members, and (c) by calling
community.
The first thirty minutes of attention to cartoons and phothe 'meeting were devoted to tographs 9f special interest.
Another problem taken up
brief reports from a Steward
from each plant on how griev- was how to keep a 100 percent
ances had been settled, and a union membership in ILWU ordiscussion followed on how the ganized plants. This is a seriexperiences in one shop could ous problem due to the heavy
be used to advantage in set- turn-over of labor. In analyztling similar disputes in other ing why, the turn-over exists,
the Stewards found that the
shops.
Bob Burkett, Vice President average worker feels that there
of Local 208 and Steward at Is an abundance of jobs and
Goldblatt Brothers warehouse, all he has to do is quit his
told how interest in the union job today and he can go to
was stimulated by issuing a work somewhere else tomorspecial supplement consisting row.
of personal items about the
Goldblatt employees which was Warehousing
attached to the Local's bi- Will Be Stable
weekly mimeographed paper,
The Stewards tried to find
The Distributor. Brother Burk- out why the worker would use
ett, himself, took the initiative this reasoning and came to the
of compiling the news items conclusion that although the
and asking the union office to unto* had been able to in
Issue them in a special supple- crease hourly wage rates, the
ment to The Distributor. Af- average weekly earnings in the
ter just one issue Burkett distributive field are generally
found others to help collect lower than those found in war
personal items and edit the production plants.
special supplement.
If the Steward on the job is
Oscar Williams, Chief Stewgoing to help the union to staard at Rathborne, Hair & Ridgbilize manpower, he must make
way Co. and Otto Fenning,
clear to each individual worker
Chief Steward at Phoenix Dye
that the whole field of wareWorks, immediately volt a d
housing and distribution will
their approval of the special
be the least affected when the
supplement and pledged to colwar Is over. Therefore, we
lea personal items for a apemust make each member aware
supplement for their reof the gains he can make by
sp.ctive shops.
staying on his job during this
Charles Pumphrey, Chief
period, building up his seniorSteward at the Lawrence Wareity which means job security in
house, told how a very serious
the future; and the immediate
grievance had recently been
task of the union is to tackle
settled to everyone's satisfacthe stabilized rates established
tion which would be of inby the War Labor Board and
terest to all the members of
force upward adjustments now,
Local 208. When news items
and this can only be done
such as this are left tip to the
union officials to do, they my through the full participation
be overlooked or not written of the membership working
with the local and internationexactly as the membership
al officers.
wants them. This situation
The Stewards recognized that
made the Stewards realize the
great need for a functioning the most effective way of esrank and file publicity com- tablishing higher wage brackets was through their ability
mittee in each plant.
to keep the'membership on the
Political Action
job organized and, through
this type of organization, to
As Inf!Plence
In further discussion on new use our political strength to
articles, Victor Lewis, another bring about the necessary ecoGoldblatt Steward, spoke on the nomic changes that will guartremendous influence of the na- antee our present and future
tional CTO's political action security.
How is the Stewards' Councampaign.
He read an editorial be had clipped from the cil' functioning in your local?
Chicago Sun which 41ealt with Do the Stewards meet regularthe political victories the CIO ly? Are they handling the inhas won in getting rid of such dividual and shop grievances
anti-progrestives as
Martin properly? Do they report their
Dies of Texas, Representative activities to the membership
Starnes of Alabama, Represen- meetings? If not, then the lotative Costello of California. cal union structure is greatly
and others, and the election of weakened and the membership
win - the - war
administration is not getting Cie maximum,
supporters such as Senator support from properly functionPepper of Florida and Senator lug Stewards.

Local 208 Reopens Aetna Agreement
cineAGo — Local 208 last the Aetna Waste
week reopened clauses on union
wages, vacations and
holidays In its agreement with

*entity,

Paper' Company. A dues checkoff will also
be asked In the coming negotiations.

Attending an all-day organizing conference in Chicago on

Midwest Conference July 24, where announcement of consolidation of ILWU organizing and administrative headquarters in San Francisco was made, were left to right (front row)
Representative Laura Sward, President Harry Bridges, Vice President J. R. Robertson,
Board Member E. Greenfield, Inter national Representative Florence Atkinson and Local
208 Secretary-Treasurer Catherine Duga, and (ba ck row) International Representative Tommy L. Runyon, ILWU Attorney Douglas Hall of the Twin Cities, President Ward Arnold of Local 221 of Freeport, Ill., President Bernard Lucas of Local 208, International Representative Signe Sanfabacka, Local
208 Recreation Chairman Muriel Koff, and International Board Member Dolores Darnelle.
International
International

Denver and Salt Lake ILWU Activities
Are Spurred by Robertson Visits
DENVER—As a result of the
visit by J. R. Robertson, ILWU
vice president and director of
organization, Local 217 has
drafted a program of organizational activity that will involve
increasing numbers of its rankand-file membership.
Robertson related to the local
leaders the successes scored in
other areas by rank-and-file organization committees. Denver
ILWU'ers were particulary impressed by the experiences of
Local 208 in Chicago, where volunteers regularly carry out the
program of plant gate meetings.
"There is no substitute fcrr
rank-and-file activity in extending and strengthening our organization," Robertson said. "In
these days we must take the
union to the plant and show the
workers that they are the" union.
The union cannot grow and
achieve its proper place in the
community unless its membership becomes sufficiently active
to ensure such development."
The program worked out for
the Denver area includes the
mobilization of volunteer cornmittees from ILWU plants for
regularly scheduled shop gate
visits before and after work and
during the noon hour; the holding of plant meetings at work
during lunch time or at the close
of work; the arranging of dinner
meetings of the most active
members from time to time to
plan f ur t her activities; the

PCMIB Surveys
SF Housing
SAN FRANCISCO—A survey
by the Pacific Coast Maritime
Industry Board on the housing
problems of longshoremen and
ships' clerks was begun July 3.
A summarization of results
In the first three days of the
survey showed the problem to
be critical, with numerous longshoremen and their families having to live in a single hotel
rootn because of the housing
shortage.
The survey was the result of
a proposal by the union members of the Maritime Board, Cole
Jackmari and Henry Schmidt,
who have maintained for many
months that the whole problem
of manpower was contingent
upon solving the housing and
feeding problems of the maritime workers.
Following completion of the
survey the results will be presented to the National Housing
Agency with the request that a
high housing priority be granted to longshoremen and ships
clerks and that federal housing
units be allocated to them for
their specific use.

establishment
council, and
representation
in local labor
ties,

of a stewards'
increased ILWU
and participation
and civic activi-

SALT LAKE CITY—New enthusiasm among the membership of Local 216 was registered
here as a result of the Fourth of
July weekend visit of First Vice
President J. R. Robertson and
Mrs. Robertson.
At a dinner meeting with leading members of Local 216, Robertson emphasized the need for
more activity by rank-and-file
members if their problems on
the job and as workers in a nation at war are to be satisfactorily settled.
"A peaceful, prosperous postwar America must be fought for
by our membership just as vigorously as our boys overseas are
at this moment fighting for our
liberties," he said. "We must
join with every possible corn-

munity group and individual of
good will to bring about that
cooperation of labor, management and Government which
will make possible realization of
the objectives of Teheran. Any
other course means unemployment and breadlines."
Local 216 members were congratulated for standing firmly
behind the CIO's no-strike
pledge in the face of provocation just as vicious and unAmerican as that of Montgomery
Ward. -He pledged the full support of the international union
and the CIO behind the local's
efforts to force ZCMI to sign a
union contract containing the
gains won through the War Labor Board. (ZMCI continues to
refuse to execute a written
agreement, and the ILWU has
asked the Regional Vi/LB to compel the company to do so. Dismissal of ZCMI attorney Louis
H. Callister, WLB industry member, has also been demanded.)

Last Major Chicago Box Firm
Goes 1LWU by 88-16 Vote
CHICAGO—With the decisive
National Labor Relations Board
election victory of 88 to 16 for
the union at the Chicago Mill
and Lumber Company on July
6, Local 208 brought under its
jurisdiction the last of the major
wooden box shops in Chicago.
The election came after only
one week of whirlwind organizing which brought over 85 per
cent of the employees at Chicago Mill into the local.
The other wooden box shops
now under the union's jurisdiction here are Rathborne, Hair
and Ridgway, Republic, Deering
and Maxwell Brothers.
Immediately after work on
the same day as the election,
the members attended a party
given by the union at which adCHICAGO — The WLB has
approved wage rates agreed
upon by Local 208 and Scher°
Brothers Domestic Wipers.

Worker Gets Millions
In Pay Check Error
WHITING, Ind.—(FP)—
The highest paid worker in
the world, Mrs. Elizabeth
Koby, opened her weekly pay
envelope from Standard Oil
Co. on June 21 and found a
paycheck for $99,999,994.
She was a millionaire—for,
a minute. A foreman hustled
after her with a check for
the correct amount—$13.26.
An error in the payroll check
machine, he explained — not
John D. Rockefeller giving
away his millions.

ditional workers signed application cards and paid initiation
fees.
The Contract Committee met
Monday to draw up the contract.

Port of L.A.Boasts
Loading Records
SAN PEDRO—This port was
hailed recently by its military
commandant as "probably the
most economical user of labor
among United States ports."
The
commandant, Colonel
Herbert, was quoted in the Los
Angeles Port of Embarkation
publication "Convoy" as telling
an officers' conference that the
port has handled more tonnage
per capita of personnel than
any other port. and that the
average time of cargo waiting
in port has been cut from 13
days to nine. „
"We broke our own records
successively in March, April and
May on tonnage shipped," Col.
Herbert said.
"In
February, 1944, We
shipped a little less than half
the tonnage in. May," he added.
"At that time. this port was
very near to first in tons handled per capita. Now we are
probably the most economical
users of labor among United
States ports."
CHIJA GO — The War Labor
Board has approved wage rates
for the employe.. of the second
floor of the Kurly Kate Corporation.

